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Preface
The following study attempts to set forth a brief histori-
cal picture of the development and treatment of the agricul-
tural labor problem in Massachusetts from Colonial times to the
present in order to account for the existence of certain condi-
tions found today in the market gardening industry of that
state. It is based principally on work done by the Federal
and State Agricultural and Labor Departments at Washington and
Boston, supplemented by material bearing on the prod em found
in studies conducted by a few other agencies, and a personal
survey of representative market girden firms.
Conclusions presented by the authors of the studies used
have been included in some cases, but the author wishes to as-
sume full responsibility for all interpretations and opinions
expressed throughout the study.
It is hardly necessary to state that the present paper
makes no claim as an exhaustive analysis of agricultural wage
theories. For a studv of this length, such an attempt at com-
pleteness would be impossible. Much regains to be done in this
field. There is a dearth of data, for instanoe, on farm labor
turnover, on tenure of farm employment, on true alternative
employment and actual mobility of agricultural labor; more-
over, a detailed comparison of wages, numbers employed, and
length of tenure with acreage, cost of production and market
value of rroduce over a period of ye.rs for a Riven group of
market garden farms would bo of inestimable value in exaxin-
ing the marginal productivity theory of wages but no such in-
foration ia yet obtainable. Such a atudy would be extraordi-
narily illuminating.
The bibliography attempts to lint only those sources which
have been found of immediate value in the development of the
present study. Uany other excellent atudias exist but it was
thought irrelevant to include them here.
The writer wishes to acknowledge much guidance received
fro* her department head, Dr. Alexander E. Canoe. She wiaheo
also to express her gratitude to F. H. Branch, C. t. "Sestcott,
and Hoy t* Closer, of the Department of Agricultural Economics
and Farm Uanagement Extension of this college, for material
supplied by them and duly credited elsewhere, to the heads of
the Department of Labor ana Industries, the Department of Ag-
riculture and the Department of Corporations and Taxation of
Massachusetts for valuable help given, to F. J . Sievera, Direc-
tor of tfc« Graduate School for his encouragement throughout,
and tc the circle of interested friends whose sympathetic help
has made this study posoible.
M.E.B. Uay 5, 1936.
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Introduction
"Tfcfl praotiij;.] tt&Sg for a traveler who is uncertain
of hia path is not to prooeed with the utmost rapidity in
the wrong direction: it is to consider hew to find the
right one."
— Tawney
IThe Problem
?. 1. Increasing att3ntion paid to la'x>r problems.
During the depression years* 1930-1935, attention baa
bsan prograaaively focusaed on the problems of labor. The
g-ro -inp army of unemployed, the varioua attempts at unem-
ployment prevention and relief, the varied and fleeting
panaceas promulgated by loud-voioed demagogues and finally
the social security legislation enacted by Congreea hive
all contributed toward an increased interest in and demand
for accurate information regarding all fields of labor.
The questions of higher wagea and greater purchasing power
ana of shorter hours and more jobs have both come in for
their shire of discussion.
?. 3. Industrial labor thoroughly studied.
Conditions of industrial labor have received concentra-
ted attention and study. Occupational and industrial data
have for many years been gathered by many agencies. Stud-
ies of wages and hours, of industrial hafcards of accident
and dlssa.se, of prevalence of technological, seasonal and
disability unemployment, of age and sex discrimination and
of many other phases of the industrial worker's relation to
his job abound. Uuch protective legislation has been enaot-
ed regarding wages, hours, industrial hazards, minimum age,
limitation of women's work, etc, in tha field of industry.
P. 3. Little known about agricultural labor.
But surprisingly little is known of the economic status
of the agricultural laborer. Agricultural workers are by
definition expressly excluded fron the scope of most labor
lass. "Wes for agricultural labor have not beer. Included
in minimum wage legislation. The lot of th* agricultural
laborer has been left to whatever condition the law of supply
an<3 demand and the innate human attributes of the farmer-em-
ployer may determine.
P. 4. Labor deserting agriculture.
It is a well-known fact that workers of all classes have
tended to deaert agriculture for Industry. In an expanding
agriculture, possibilities exist for the farm worker to
cliFfo the 'agricultural ladder. 1 Remove that hope for ad-
vancement, and what is left? Only a job in whioh working
conditions are actually as sordid as those of many of thQ
worst phases of industrial life? forking hours longer than
those in almost any known modern occupation? Do we have in
agriculture the 'Cinderella' of the industries, as suggested
by Ulea Howard in her inestimable book?
p. 5. Growing unrest of agricultural labor.
Throughout the depression period, reports of strikes
1. Howard, Louise U Labour in Agriculture - An Internation-
al Survey. Oxford University Preea. London, Sng.
3among agricultural laoorera in California received eporadio
apace in the news. In September, U33, cranberry workers
in iiasa&chusetta went on atrike. During the aummer of 1S35
tha prea^ carried turbulent atoriea of the inability of New
Jersey blueberry growara to aecure adequate help during the
piokin. season in apite of tha thouaanda on relief rolla
in neighboring Se.v York City. In Uinneaota, tha governor
cancelled all relief until tha needa of the wheat harvest
3
were mat.
P. 6. Importance of agricultural labor.
Thsre is ample evidence thc.t all is net sell with the
agricultural worker. But the agricultural worker ia of
oaaio importance in national and international economy.
Lowly aa hia lot May be, without him the world doea not eat I
It ia no eolution to aay, "Raiae the poor worker above this
level by teaching him a skill." The farmer needa the un-
skilled worker, the man srnoae sole asset is hia strong baok,
and hia rhythmio power of manual accomplishment.
P. ?. Farmer not to bla&e.
But neither doea it suffice merely to admonlah the
farmer to treat hia laborer •better." The far:--, owner-em-
ployer ie between the bladesof the aciaaora. Low agricul-
3. For U«t of references, see "Farmers' and Far;
-. Laborers'
Strikes and Hiota in the United States 1333-1-U.5 ~ *
Hat of inferences - Co pU»4 ia Library of Bureau of
Agricultural Econc.rdca, U.c : . Department of Agriculture.
Washington, D.C. July 1335.
Itural prioea and high fixed labor coata equeese him unmerci-
fully. The poverty and want of opportunity of the farm ?*ork-
sr oannot be attributed to ill *ill on the part of hia em-
ployers; many of these employers share in the prevailing
rural burdens of loneliness, of want of oulture and amuse-
ments, and cf absence of saterial comforts. Economic depree-
3iona only serve to ahow up in a ;.oro glaring light a atate
of affairs of which the worst feature is its very peruanance.
P. 8. Questions to ba ar.awe red.
How far,, then, can we hope to improve the lot of the
farm worker without driving the farmer into bankruptcy?
What la a fair basis for determining farm wage ratea? Are
there other factors aa important aa the wage level in causing
the lncrbaaing unrest in the rar.i s of agric ;1 tural labor? la
the employer-employee relationship in agriculture different
from that relationship in other Indus tries? Is there any
justification for the fana worker»s exolnaion from legisla-
tive protection? Should far.;, workers be encouraged to or-
ganise unions? These and many additional questions need to
be answered before we can attempt to find any aatlafactory
solution to the great pro blew of the far* laborer.
sII
Mat hod and Scot* of ?tudy
P. 1. Complex nature of the problem.
Crop and harvest needs differ greatly according to the
types of farming and th? geographical regions involved. Cot-
ton farming in the south entails problems utterly different
from those incident to the growing cf ?heat on wide acreages
in the middle vest. Fruit growing in the far northwest and
stable cultivation in the Imperial Valley each demand
specific types of workers and m?«Bt problem* of their own,
??hila the small-sc-vl e, intensive fmrrainr in New England, with
its concentration of manufacturing and its neighboring urban
populationr. presents a labor picture totally dlseimilar.
P. "3. Need for localisation of study.
In order to arrlvs at any concrete appraisal of the
fajpa labor problem, it %• of course necessary to examine all
available data regarding general conditions and wages. But
before general oonoluaions can be reached, the needs of a
.-tic ilar region and a specific type of faming must be ana-
lyzed. For the purpose of this study, a group of market
gar-
den farms in Uidllasex County, Massachusetts, where
market
gardening is the ?cev,Uln £ ty::* of agriculture, has been
ee-
lectcd.
P. 3. Sources of Data
Labor literature is particularly barren with regard
to the agricultural industry. The few splendid sources
cited in the bibliography have been of inestimable Talus
in /aidin,? the investigator, and in pointing out certain
important conditions to be xot. Statistical data from the
United States Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of
the Census furnish the general background for the study, as
do also studies conducted by various state experiment stations.
Statistical dita outlined from the Maaaachusetts Department
of Labor and Industries have aided in orienting the problem,
.•ut ia admittedly incomplete, as noted below. Data regard-
ing ve^oti-ole acre-res w^s obtained fros a study conducted
in 1334-35 by the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture
preceding the establishment of the Boston Regional Produce
r ut. Information for ttd&MtX Off Sty fUM fof 1 - is
from a study made by the Department of Fans Management Ex-
tension of the Massachusetts State College (then, Massachusetts
Agricultural College) in 1936. Facts for U35 in Middlesex
County were secured by questionnaire and personal interview.
The study Is presented in three ateps. To begin with,
no ultimate answer to a practical problem can be reached un-
til the structure and relationships of the existing factors
ethod of Study
nave oeen oarefully exa^inea. therefore, general
statistical
Vinformation concerning farm labor for the United State* from
Colonial timee le summarized and the facte pertaining- to Uaesa-
chusette isolated. Any data which see* relevant in leading to
an unde re tending of labor probleme in market garden farms in
Massachusetts have been eifted out in the light of their rela-
tionship to the general problem as it has developed in the
country. -The primary task," say the Webbs, in the Preface to
their well-known treatise * Industrial Democracy,
3
-is to ob-
serve and dissect, facts, comparing as many speoiirens as
possi-
ble, and precisely recording all their resemblances and
differ-
ences whether or not they seem si gni f leant."
The second step is an attempt to vie* this MUd *rray of
existing faftte fro*, i theoretical hill-top, a ooint of
obser-
vation far enough from the scene so that 'the forest
is not ob-
scured bv the trees* and vet close enoueh so that
human rela-
tionship, mav be clearly visiole. It *u*t never be
forgotten
that, no matter how theoretically viewed, 'labor
consists of
persons.'
4 The facta mist be seized, balanced one against
another, and juried about like the pieces of ft jl**aw pussle,
in order that the truths which form the hidden
picture may fi-
nally be neen clearly. Moreover, theoretical
generalisations
of the past are not merely presented,
but are considered in
the light of the changing conceptions of th e
dynamic present.
3 —Vo c idnev & Beatrice. Industrial Democracy: WU of
1330,
,-
;ith mm litauction . t.on^ana Green and Co., Ltd.
New
4. Tamy, R. h. The awnieitire mm**** *******
Brace &
*Co. "l»30.
To quote again from the intrepid and indofati gable Wobbe,
"As an Instrument for the discovery of new truth, the wildr
est "»uggeetion of a crann or a fanatic, or the raoat casual
conclusion of the praotioal »nan aay «;ell prove acre fertile
ttMM verified generalisations which have already yielded their
full fruit. -5
The third step in the study is a presentation of ujss con-
elusions baaed upon the tvro preceding sections. Of -ihat value
to society is a rasre presentation of facts, or even of a theo-
retical discussion of forces, unless thereby we can help to
build a sign at the cross-roade -co direct mankind to a possi-
ble path through the dilemma which confronts it? If civilisa-
tion is to be saved fron chaos and a new Dark Age, we must
n • :ds do more than move by instinct. It behooves us fcg chirt
our course, for it is only by bum intervention that society
roves forward.
*
5. Cf. note 3.
Part II
Tbe Status of Agricultural Labor in Jiassaohusette
Historical Review
•The need for security is fundamental, and almost the
gravest indictment of our civilisation is that the mass
of mankind are without it*"
Tawney
Ill
Agricultural Labor status in Massachusetts
Colonial Times to Middle of nineteenth Century
P. 1. Hired labor infrequent in Colonial Uassaohunetts.
Agricultural labor during the first century of oolonial
settlement was probably not free labor to any appreciable ex-
6
tent, even in New England. However, there are some data on
the wages of free laborers who engaged in farm work.
In Massachusetts, in the first few years of settlement,
labor at a maximum wage fixed by law (sea Table 1, below)
was compulsory during planting and harvesting seasons. .Arti-
Taule 1
Wage Rates of Outdoor Labor of Ken on Farms
in Massachusetts - 1672*
(Obtained from quotations of decrees of the General Court by
which wage rates were regulated from time tc time.)
Grade of Labor : By the— : Wage Rate
Acre $ 0.50
Acre .333
Acre .333
Acre .35
Acre .667
Acre .50
Acre .167
Acre .167
Cord .309
Farm laborers, cutting peas
Farm laborers, mowing English grans
Farm laborers, mowing salt marsh
Farm laborers, mowing fresh meadow
Farm laborers, reaping wheat
F r laborers, re. i ins. rye
Farm laborers, reaping barley
Farm laborers, reaping oats
Farm laborers, cutting wood
* History of Tagea in the U.S., Bur. of Lab. st^t. B.#499, p.'dO
ficers and mechanics could oe drafted bv the constable for
seasonal work in their neighbors' fields unless they had har-
6. Stewart, Fstelle U. and Re an, C. J. History of Sages in
he United States fr Colonial Times to 1938. United
^tites Bureau of Labor Statistics. Bull. No. 499. 1339.
10
vesting of their own. The foundation of New England agricul-
ture at that time was grass, and mowing was always paid at a
higher rate than other fan* work. An account book of the
pariod shows 6s. (£l) a day for mowing, while the same man
sirred only 4s. 6d. (75 cents) a is* when employed in weed-
ing. New England farming, unlike the southern
plantations,
was carried on chiefly by the family, with occasional
help
hired by the day, at a 3s. rate.
p. 3. Appearance of "hired hand" on the fan?.
The institution of the "hired hand- who lived elto
the
fa:r.lly and was paid by the month was introduced
about 1775,
and by the does of the century was in general use.
P. 3. Early Massachusetts wage rates.
At the end of the eighteenth century, the
prevailing
wage rate paid the farm hand was *7 per month,
and practically
always included board and room, i.e., a
home situ the farm
family. Early in the nineteenth century,
in i^ssachueetts. it
had risen to $9, but after the *ar of 1813.
the -age climbed
to m and in so*e cases even to 415 a month. Hiring by the
day became *ore common, and in 1818.
in Massachusetts, this
rate, .hen used, was as is shown
in a manuscript account
book now in BaRer Library.
7 An excellent idea of the -age
r.tes prevailing in Massachusetts fro.
1753 to 1814 «f be ob-
tained from Table 3. while a sugary
of wages by decade^lTb
7. Cf. note 6.
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Table 3.
Wage rates of labor of men on farms In Massachusetts , 17b3-isi4
(Sixteenth annual report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statis-
tios of labor, p. 317. Each line stands for one or a few indi-
vidual ina tineas. Neither board nor lodging included* unless
so stated.)
Year : Grade of labor : Bv the— • "* . ut (• tP
1 7^2X f Jq
X f - TWv
TViv
. JvJ
1 7^^X ( >>> J Db.v
1 7^Ax t no . -J JO
1 7X i uay 2.00
1 7 V7X f w f "^1 7. wX f
1 7 ^7X f Of With oxen i no
1 f DO rV-. . 439
•Ml
wxxn oxsn uay 1X . J*J
X lOU rv-jM
1 /bl **1 Q. OX 3
1 /oo • ooo
17b3 With oxen Day
17o4 114 «w>VHi gn l.uy Ml• OS9
L0* ' y . ooo
1 "JSC
x (too rJowm g uay X * OO
1 7A7 .371
x (7u . JO
1 771x f f X • *
If '1 boys Ka .187
Iff 4* .358
1 77S Dav .344
X ( f U 1 .75fS V V V
ni gn L«ty .50
1 7 7A1 f fO Usui u:n .333
1 77 H1 no Day .167
1 7 PI
i. f ox Dav .444
1 7 PI i»OW L*»Jf .40
1 f o*> High MB .433
1783 Low Day .347
17 £4 .394
1785 High Day .468
1785 Low Day .351
17 66 .333
17S7 High Day .55
1767 Low Day .393
1788 High Day .444
1788 Medium Day .399
1758 Low Day .333
1789 .433
(cont. on p. T3T
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Table 3 (cent.)
.
Year
1791
1793
1793
1793
1794
1794
1795
1795
1796
1797
1798
1798
179S
1799
1800
1301
Grade of labor
High
Low
High'
Low
High
Lo*
High
Low
High
Low
1302
1803
1804 High
1804 Low
1805 High
1805 Low
1806 High
1806 Medium
1806 Low
1808 High
1808 Medium
1908 Low
IP'S Boys
1309 High
1 ^9 Low
1810 High
1810 Medium
1810 Lo*'
1911 High
1811 Low
1811 Boys
1813 High
lo*
1313 Medium
1813 Medium
1 813 Low
1.R13 High
1313 Low
1814 High
1814 Low
1S14 Witfc double team
: By the
—
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Fay
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Wage rate
$0,438
.403
.187
• 333
.667
.416
.75
.393
.48?
.436
.833
.41
.528
.43
.434
.577
.633
.517
1.00
.613
1.33
.617
1.17
1.0'
.635
1.00
.844
.75
.167
.50
.50
1.17
1 .00
• 630
• jO
.35
1.35
1.0"
.667
.50
- .667
.793
.607
3.00
13
1350, is shown In Table 3. Differential wage rates, aooord-
Uwvii wuv w \jm<x x y 4 n thisxn bills
state (see igain Tables 1-3).
Table 3
8um.7^.ry of Wage Rates, by Decades*
1753-1850
Decade ; Grade of Labor : By the— : Wage Rate
1753-1760 Day £0.311
1752-1760 with oxen Day 1.33
1761-1770 Day .33
1761-1770 With oxen Day ? .66
1771-1780 Day .315
1771-1780 With oxen Day 1.50
1781-1730 Day .396
1701-1800 Day .478
1801-1810 Day .773
mi-1830 Day .783
1311-1830 . Uonth 13.50
1811-1830 With board Day .56
1311-1830 Sith board and lodging tfonth 8.00
1811-1820 With two meals a day Uonth 10.00
1 -11-1830 With oxen Day 2.35
1 11-1830 Day .803
1331-1630 tton th 16.50
1?31-1830 With board Day .58
1831-1830 With board and lodging Uonth 11 »oo
1 31-1 330 $lth two meals a day Month 13.50
1 U-1830 With oxen Day 1.33
1 31-1840 Day .875
1 331-1 1;40 . M^nth 16.50
1^31-1840 tlth board Day .55
1 31-1840 7ith board and lodging Month 11.0 3
1 531-1840 With two meals a day Month 13.50
1341-1850 Day .£5
1 41-1850 . Month 17.50
1841-1850 With boiird and lodging Uonth 11.0
* See souroe for Table 2, p. 11.
P. 4. An early record.
From an early report of the Department of Agriculture,
S. Bureau of Statistics. United States Department of Agri-
culture. Bulletin No. 4. 1393.
14
to whom or op- correspondents in liiduiesex County, Massachusetts,
reported with regard to wage ra.tas, the following condensed
alatement is quoted:
"From lfi<*7 to lc50, 413 per month auid boj.rd, Tor eight
BOnthsj 1861* vlC per month said board for eight months* 1853,
#30 per month and board for eight months; 1853, the same, 1S54,
$23 par month and board, for eight months* 1866 to I860, aver-
age $33 per month and board, for eight months, the other four
.nonths, ^13." - Town of Framingham . "In 1840, $13 per month
with board, by the year; $14 for eight months; $1 per day for
harvesting; 50 to T5 cants at other times." - Town of Croton.
"In 1340, $13 and $14 par month, with board, for eight months;
1350 and 1860, $14 and $16 par month with board, for eight
months; ISol, *13 and «14 per rr.onth, with board, for eight
months; 1863, 416 and *35 per month, with board, for eight
Qtftsj 1863, |30 to £30 per month, with board, for eight months;
1864* 530 to *30 per month, with board, for eight months; 1865
to 18u?, v33 to $30 per month, with board, for eight months." -
Town of Hudson. "For a series of years froir. 1840 we could hire
good help for from *10 to #15 per month, with bo<*rd. From 1855
to 1860 good farm laborers could oe hired for $13 to 515 per
month, with board." - City of Lowell and vicinity.
P. 5. Total earnings of the worker.
Previous tables give us no idea of the length of tenure of
the worker during this early period, hence there is no cuana of
Judging the annual earnings of the individual laborar. The
general well-being of the worker oan not oe truly Judged mere-
ly by information a3 to his rate of remuneration, but can only
t»a finally arrived at by a consideration of his actual income
throughout the year. From aocount books belonging to the an-
cestors of David E. Hoxie, of Leeds, Hampshire County, LAasa.,
a record of KQttVl »?aces paid at different dates durin,: the
years 1640 to 1862 for various classes of farm labor and of
length of employment of each worker has been obtained, and from
thia the total earnings per worker have been calculated. These
figures are shown in Table 4 (see p. 16).
It will be seen that 20 of these men earned 4100 or more
per year in addition to their board, while 18 earned leas than
4103. Thft Maximum earned per year by any man wu.3 £lo5, while
the earnings occurring most frequently were #116. Tt must be
reraembered that many of these workers may have moved from one
f*rm to another * and so increased their armings above the a-
jiount cited, although it will be noted that many were -ployed
for the major part of the year on a single farm. Pro3unably
there was opportunity also to hire out by the day for other
og&toa laborer's jobs. On the whole, however, for these work-
er; en -ed for the ::ajor part of the year, the earnings shown
in th:j table constitute approximately their true cash earnings
for the year, and may be taken to represent their purchasing
:o ver.
P. 6. Length of work week during early period.
Data on the numoer of hours worked per week by farm labor-
era ir. Massachusetts for this avrly period are not available,
16
Taole 4
Uaaaachuaetta Farm Reoord of ^agea Paid
(From account books of ancestors of David K. Hoxie, of Leeds,
Hanpshire County, iiassachuaette.)
Ye^r Item
Time °ov~
erad by
Rata
Rate
with
Board
Total cash
earnings
,
with board*
X C •M 5 , Juno 1-Notf* 1 i . OO
8 n Deo. 1- 14.50AY* wW U | WW
6 1 June 8- 13.50Ave v« SI 00
1 1 41 Not specified Year 1 18.00 A t • ww
4 months , Dec .-Apr. If . M * V*tsontn 11 »0 i 4 • 00
1842 7 Apr.- n 13 .00 >?4.00
8 Dec- 1 4 . 50 IIS. 30
5 Apr.-Sept. * 13.00 65.30
4 n **.« 40 . 00
7 1 Apr.- it 14.50 101 .50
8 Apr.- 13 . 50 100 .00
e n Apr .- n 1 4 . 50* " • ww 116.00
l A R 8 Apr.- n 1 4 . 30 112 .30X X ** • n/W
4 Dec .- n ^ o.oo 40.00
low 8 M Apr.- n X T* • 1 1 ft 00
8 If Apr.- n 1 2 ^0X -J • w t> 100 00
1 CI 7
J. »•* f 3j a Dac .- a 1 1 . 00 3h .50
8 ft Apr .- it 12 . 50 100.00
4 ti Apr.- ti 1 O OO, AO OO
1848 8 Apr •- i 4k • DO lie .WU
4 Ar r .- n 1 1 oo
e Apr.- n 1 R AOit). U'J oo oo
4 | Dec- it 11 .0 A ^1 oo
1854 8 R Apr .-Dec
.
n
1655 8 B Apr.- ti n A toi * . oo nR oo
48 days A up. 1- Bert. 17 uay . f o
9 months Apr. 18- Dec. 20 «iont o 1 (s (VI
lSoo 3 Jan.- X O . t#V 45.00
9 Apr.31-Dec. 34 « 15.03X w • WW 135,00
1857 8 n Apr.- 15.00 130.30
8 i 15.53 134.00
1853 8 n Apr.- it 15.00 130.00
6 o Oct.- a 14.50 87.00
1859 4 Mar.- n 13.00 4S.00
w }jov.- « 16.03 80.30
1S60 8 n 10.00 80.00
ISol 7 Apr.- a 15.00 105.00
18S3 7 * Apr .- a 15.00 105.00
* Not included in original record, but calculations made from
figures given in original.
but probably differed little from the length of the working
• -
-k ir. othir sections of the country* According to earlieat
records, the faro laborer, as workers in other occupations,
worked from "sunrise to sunset. - Figures, for the period 1840
to 1860 1 for states ir. *Mch such ir. fori ration is to be bad in
T;ible 5. It will be seen that the custctr.ary number of hours
-crked per week ranged from 60 to 66.
Table 5
Length of Working Week for Farm Laborers*
1841-1 860
Year State Hours pi
1 94} Texas 66
1043 Florida 66
1844 Kentucky 60
1848 Wisconsin 60
1850 Illinois SO
Kentucky 60
Rhode Island 60
1853 Florida 60
Wisconsin 60
1854 New York 66
1855 Illinois 60
Louisiana 66
New York 66
1856 New York 66
Wisconsin 60
1857 New York 66
1858 Illinois 60
Nev York 66
1359 Iv* York 66
1S60 Til in- is 61
l«W York 66
*
. ! I a to ry of Wares in the United States from Colonial Times to
1938. Bur. of Labor Statistics. 0.8. Department of Labor.
Bulletin No. 499. 1939. p. 335.
P. 7. Supply of fare, labor.
Prior to the first United States Census no figures are
available on supply of farm labor in Massachusetts, but it is
13
evidant that labor for Mrs d-irlni the Colonial period was
in grsat demand U><3 extremely Halted in supply, slnos '3
find thai early wage legislation sets maximum wages, to
pre-
sent "extorticnata cfcargsa." Plymouth Colony and L'.aasachu-
eetta Bay Colony in 1630 passed ls*S fixing a. maximum
rate
of pay. In 1633 Governor Winthrop noted that
the "excessive
rates* charged by workmen "grew to a genaral
complaint" which
o vlled for legislative action. Besides wage laws
ani con-
scription by the constable in the interest of the farmers,
the system of communal herding on the village
common MS Pro-
l.ced 6y the scarcity of labor.
p. 8. Alternative employment.
During the early period, and as late as 1800.
there ap-
pietS to be little difference between Sage
payments to skilled
.nd unskilled labor. The men who -torksd
u,on the cone taction
of the meeting house in Dedham, Uase.,
in 1637, wSrS to bo
titt&tt tasks to which they were -severally
aptsd.- and the
iiiS *ere to be paid -in all
cases.-
10 Thia condition
held true until the beginning of the
eighteenth csnturv, whs*
«S find craft consciousness awakening
and trade organisations
beginning to appear. A pioneer textile
manufacturer remarks
Ln I letter bitten in 1731. 'Here the
demand for labor is
^
agricultural and the »a,es oee* to be
regulated by It."
9. See page 9, P« l»' ,pno -ted ln Bull. 439. U.S.D.L.
10. Dedham To^n Records a
rep r s W i
ln HssAJ-
Ji *
^n
3
?aolrs.
e
"oLry ogress. Of. footnote 34. p. 13
in Bull. 499. U.S.D.L.
Other than homecraft, the chief industries of this early
period in Massachusetts were t v:e building- trades, the iron
-:crics set up at Saurus in 18-13 following the discovery of bog
ore, glassraaking in Salem sstaollshed in 1639, fullinr mills
for finiehir.r woollen cloth, and later, weaving and dyeing,
ana shipbuilding. 7?ith one exception, these inaustrieu did
not employ unskilled labor, and hence offered alternative em-
ployment to the farm laborer only after an apprenticeship of
varying periods of time. The early textile occupations, which
constitute the exception and which did employ unskilled labor,
were given over to women and children, an.} therefore
offered
no competition to agriculture.
The expressions "common labour" and "labouring men* appear
fluently in the old records, but it \* not at all certain
that ooramon labor then meant what it doea M*f or that the
ilrtfjflflg ref ? rred to were urskillai workers t*« Mi
cr.ftaaen. La oo re rs as distinguished from both
agricultural
laborers ana craftsmen
13
*are paid 33 cents (3s.) a day, with
.light variation, from 1753 to the Revolution.
In four years
»| ,hvt period, |M to 1761, the average rate fell to H cents,
and in 1733 to 17.8 cents. Th. highest
rate given in the deoade
following the outbreak of the ear was 79
cents in 1779; the
lowest, 33 cents, In 1777.
13. History of Wages and Prices
17 r 3-1
(
£* 3*^^
„ r»f Statistics of Labor, p. kB4 \^ »Bureau of
note 31, p. 137).
P. 5. Real *a£d<* <*nd labor status.
"High American wares* data from the beginning of the coun-
try, to Judge from evidence contained in tfca earliest colonial
records, but viewed from thie distance, neither the wapes nor
the working conditions, so far as history records them, appear
either "extravagant- or -inviting. • but it is undoubtedly
true
that *a*es began in the colonies at a higher
rate th.n *aa be-
in. paid in Europe at the sanse time.
Praaent day coat of living is, of course, no criterion
of the status of tbe laoorer's wage at any
other period, which
be arrived at only by cor,parinr his actual
earnings with
the cost of living of his time.
Adequate cost of living data for this era la
non-existent,
but the prices per pound of cutter, beef
,nd por*. fro* 1633
to 1749. are shown in Table 6 (see p. 31).
lit* butter at
12 <*»*• a pound, beef at *, and
pork at 4, the cost of the
worker's food is about in line .1th the ~#« paid.
An interesting comparison of labor
r.tas and rrices of
mm*** *>ston 1765 *nd 1305
apt;ear9 iR Table
V (see p. 13). A glance at *i per cent of
change in cost of
the individual ite.a will serve
to brln* out labor's compara-
tive loss in purchasing power
during the twenty years.
r . A. Shannon *u«e. **
following stents reading
t *M* time-
4
-Based even or; values of that day
real wac.ee at this .
p
,
13. Cf. footnote o, p. 3. H , t v of th* Peorl • of the
it. Shannon, Fred A. J**g** £ &? 1W4* PP. ™>
United States. l£aotr,il lan Co. Mi
labia 6
ioea of .aU.r, Beef and Porx In the Iftf Engird Coloniea*
£633 to 1749
in African equivalent of prevailing Julian pnoea
Ye^.r
rfice par Pound
cutter 6a »t Porx
1633
1637
1653
1655
1657
1570
1G78
1635
1587
16^0
1693
1695
1693
1704
1711
1713
1719
1737
1733
1740
1741
1747
1748
1749
-#0.13
.14
.08
.08
.07
.13
.06
.06
.06
.1")
.14
.08
.07
.08
.13
.18
.16
$0.04
.035
.03
.03
.03
.03
.016
.05
.03
.03
.04
.04
.05
.055
$0.06
.05
.04
.04
.03
.035
.04
.04
.03
.06
.03
.04
.06
.37
.oe
TajU 7
Prices Currant in 3oaton, 17»5-1£05
fro~ authentic documents*
——
1— ~
j m-
co4*&tt* in* 1795 1800
1P05
t&tVltl ..WO.oo W0.00 Uoo.oo Jiso.oo ttso.v, »»•
Labour, per dj.y .50 .50 .95
.90 .7 5 50
'Sheat, per du » .85 1 .30
3.10 3.05 156
rtya, par bu. .65 .60
.75 1.10 1.06 63
Corn, par .40 .50
.60 .95 .35 137
3eaf, per barrel 6.00 8.00 8 .
50 10.00 13.00 100
Pork, per o*'t. 4.00 5.00
6.00 7.50 37
E utter* per lb. .10 .13
.13 .15 .1? 90
Cheese, par lb. .065 .08
.11 .13 .15 130
Potatoes, per bu. .11 .14
.18 .30 .30 173
TftllO«j per lb. .06 .10
.11 .13 .135 135
.06 .11 .115 .135
.135 135
Lard, per lb.
Codfish, owt. 3.50 3.50
4.00 4.00 4.50 80
Rica, o*t
.
3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50
5.50 83
fl «ar, barrel 4.50
5.50 10.50 11.50
155
Tobacco, cv.t. 3 . 35 4.35
5.75 6.00 7.03 115
Herring;, barrel 3.50 3.00
3.00 4.00 4.00 60
Mams , lb
•
.075 .09 .11 .13
.13 73
* Bull, no. U. c>. (?•*•«
p. 31.
•I
these ware practically ata.rVa.tion wages. Only by the help of
•
••en *nti children in 6h* harvest fieida and long houra of
•At ni^iit, weaving or spinning for seme neighboring capi-
talist, could an existence be eked out." "liassachusetts Bay
in lboo est ics upper limit for SKiiied iaoor at 3e. a day
or i%d. and food, tne day being from sunrise to sunset... The
ley's pay wa3 aoout the same as th.il of an English plowman for
a aeek, out the cost ox living was relatively high. Since 10d.
.v is considered the value of a day^ food for one, it can be
aaen that 2a. .tould not go far in supporting a family."
The following "eatl^tad expanse of oiothing a family of
o* for a year in the early part of the nineteenth century is
not for any specified locality, and unfortunately gives no hint
as to either quantity or -juality cf clotning purchasaoie on
15that budget. It reads:
«J&n and Wife, at $.35.40 each $60^80
One child above 16 35.40
Three children under 16, at £33.95 each .71
.
|fi
vl4H.,^5
Obvioualy she cuatorr.iry standard of living varied r.rkedly
fro« even the lowliest of today. Food *a£; coarse and .:onoto-
nous, clothing rough and scanty. Homes had few comforts. Lo-
r^l production was depended on for all the necessaries of life,
but treager as it might seem today, it was as unattainable for
the agricultural laborer of 1805 as ours is for the agricul-
tural worker of today.
15. Cf. footnote b, p. 9.
P. 10. Mranoefrr-.t froa sage labor.
The acquisition of farms In this country by industrious
and thrifty families was a conspicuous feature of national
economy from the beginning. This was as true in IWiflUmatlli
in the colonial days as elsewhere. Obviously if the hired
laborer could look forward kc owning hia c<m faraa within a rea-
sonable time, he was willing to work long hours and to receive
r.sarrer compensation
,
just as an apprentice to a trade. In fact,
the agricultural laborer's job held r.uch the same o.eition, in
'lis mind, thr.t the work of an apprentice did to its holder,
frvafl to the indentured servant, who could look forward t even-
tual f readers froir: servitude, the jco of farm laborer vas thought
of as the next step up toward the acquisition of a farm in hie
o n rirht. The agricultural ladder was practically oj:en to
ill who *ould to climb. The meager wage was looked upon as
temporary, scon to be superseded by farm tenancy and farm own-
ership.
Raid th:- Irish traveler, Thomas Mooney, in 1850: •The
lowest w? res going in the United States for a labourer^ day's
work is seventy cents, or afcotft three shilMn s PritlEh T.r.ney.
Tbl« would be IPs . for a week; and you can obtain gpo<! board,
lodging and washing for a little les:* tr.m the ten Fritish
shillings, or 42.50 a week. So that ycu will be able to save
7 or S shillings a -seek to buy a furm, which farm you can buy
1 6
for B shillings an acre."
16. Faulkner, H. 0« &m*X%0*P Economic History. Harper k
Pros. 1 <31. pp. 315-316.
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IV
Agricultural Labor Status In .iaasachuaetts
185C to Present ?ra
P. 1. Trend of wage rates.
I gtutistio-a sum ary of wage rates for agricultural
labor both in the United States as a whole and in
Uaaaaohu-
eetts, covering the period from 1966 to 1934 la sho^n in
Table 8 (see p. There has oeen an outstanding
increase
in actual dollars paid in all categories of wage
paymsnte
ooth for the United States as a .hole and for
iiasaachuaetts,
luring this period. This is true for all forms of
wages,
whether paid acnthly or by the day. Put for
every dollar
earned, on an average, by a fart, laborer in
Uassachusetts in
1S66, under contracts which included board.
*3.45 was earned
in 1930, shile for the United States average,
for each dollar
earned in thia category in 18SG, $4.68 was earned in
1930.
The most notable fact, however, is the
margin by which
the aaasachusetts wage scale exceeds th
,t for the United
States for the entire period under observation.
WheMM the
1566 average for the United States was $10.09
(in terrre of
gold) per month with board, the figure for
UaeaachusettB (for
contract, for hiring bv the year) was $15.74,
giving a dollar-
margin of §5.65 to the Massachusetts
laborer, or, in other
„ords, a wage 56 per cent higher
in that state. In 1930. how-
ever, wages in Uassachusetts
standing at 455. per *onth with
36
Average Monthly
Table 8
fage Hatee of Outdoor Farm Laoor
1866-1934*
United St*tee ^assacl uaetts
Year fclth Bo^rd :iSitbout Board
per tsonth : per month
tilth
: per
Board : Without Board
month : per month
1866**
1369**
1875**
1879
1880
1881
1833
1885
1888
1890
1893
1893
1 894
1895
1898
1899
1903
1906
1909
1910
1311
1313
1813
1914
1911
1916
1917
1318
1919
1920
1831
1932
1933
1934
1935
1826
1937
1938
1939
1930
1931
1933
1933
1934
B .97
11.16
10*86
11 .70
1 3 . 33
13.68
13.08
13.39
13.39
13.48
12.05
1 ) .70
12.75
13.39
13.90
15. SI
IB. 73
30.48
19.58
19.85
30.46
31.37
30.90
31 .08
33.04
3b .64
35.13
40.14
47.24
30.35
38.31
33.09
33.34
33. B8
34.86
34.58
34.66
34.7 4
.15.50
15.50
17.10
16. 7S
17.53
18.53
19.11
19.33
19.67
13.45
30.03
13.87
18.57
18.74
19.16
19.97
32.13
36.19
28.09
38.04
38.33
39.14
30.31
29.73
28.97
33 . 56
40.13
49.1.5
56.77
65.05
43.58
42.03
46.74
47.33
47.80
48.86
48.63
43.65
49. oe
31.14
13.60
17.53
1 E . 86
17.69
•u.s.D.A.
44.53
35.03
36.67
34.51
27.17
•Mr. ter ;.e of gold,
.15.74
16.37
17.58
15.34
15.40
15.44
13.35
17.85
10.00
18.50
18.00
18.55
17.10
17.75
17.64
18.33
19.36
33.69
36.52
33.75
33.80
34.60
35.50
35.03*
35.30
30.00
38.00
43.00
45.00
§9*60
41.00
41.00
50.00
48.50
50.00
53.00
53.00
49.00
51.15
48.87
41.81
33.56
38.06
38.00
v>37.4l
36.39
37 .66
34.85
38.60
18.75
39 . 50
30.00
33.70
31.15
39.07
30.65
30.54
31.35
33.32
37.14
41.40
37.30
38.70
39.10
42.30
41.10
41.50
46.70
58.00
66.50
71 .00
85.00
67.00
68.00
80.00
79.75
78.00
79.00
83.00
80.00
81.75
78.35
71.37
56.37
51.31
53.69
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board topped the figure for the United States by 47.76, or
only 16 per cent. Thus, although the differential advantage
for the Uasaachuaetta worker etlll existed in 1930, it waa
far less th^n It had been In 1866.
In 1666, as ahown by Table 9, farm wages for the United
States were 55 per cent of the 1910-14 average. After 1880,
they slowly rose to 67 par cent In 1893, but abruptly fell to
ft] In 1894. They slowly Improved during the remainder of
the
nineties, rose rapidly until 199ft* and continued to rise at a
leas rapid*5ntil 1916 when; under the influence of Sorld
War
conditions and post-war expansion, they reached a peak in
1950 which was 339 per cent of the 1910-14 average.
For Massachusetts the Increase In f=ira wage* during
the
period of the Sorld war waa also phenomenal. If the
Index
numbers for average farm wage rates In the United
States and
in UaeeachUBette for the period 1910-1930 be
ooapared, it will
be aeen that the index for the United States
rose 143 points,
and that for Massachusetts , 133.
Between 1930 and 1930, the Index for (fte United
States
fell 87 points, while for Massachusetts It
aropred only 33.
To quote from the Yearbook of Agriculture
for 1335,
"The economic collapse which began in the
autumn of 1939 did
not s-reatly affect farm wages or coats
until the following
year. From then through 1933 Its effect
was m.rked. There
were no seasonal gains to check the fUl of fig wages
until
t i v, n p.., laborers in United States Turn to
1935. p. 1^9.
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Table 9
Index Rummers o
1910-1
Y'j L r : • Jn i ted : V - a8 £lO •
i
•
StatflB t art tt a * * B
1 866 55 65
1869 54 67 :
1975 5S 73 :
1879 56 63 :
1880 59 64 :
1581 63 64 :
1883 65 75 :
1 885 65 74 :
18»8 66 74 :
1890 66 76 :
1893 67 74 :
1893 67 77 :
1 o»4 OA 71
1 ewo It o.OS 73
J. OSC DO f I
1 OQ2a r: w » ROOO no. •
1903 76 80 :
1906 93 94 :
1909 96 110 :
1910 97 94 :
1911 97 98 :
1313 1C1 101 :
1913 104 105 :
1 J14 101 103 :
1915 103 104 :
Farm Wage Rate 3*
14=100
Ye ir :
•
•
Din \ t sd •
O V4 It7V a aaf f a**
1916 113
1917 140 156
: 1918 176 177
H 306 185
• 1330 339
-
! 1931 150 169
: 1933 146 169
t 1933 166 306
: 1934 166 199
r 1935 lb9 194
: 1936 171 317
: 1937 170 308
: 1938 169 ''04
: 1939 170 313
1 1930 153 303
:: 1931 116 174
: : 1923 86 134
:: 1933 80 116
:: 1934 90 116
•U.F.D.A. **£ith Board.
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after April 1933. (For the Unit9d States) They fell to
four-fifths of the average of the 5 pre-war years. The farm-
wage index declined to a third above that of farra-oommodlty
purchasing power, and a quarter below that of farm costs of
living. Farm-oomc;Odity purchasing power suffered a two-fifths
drop to barely over half that of the pre-war period." ...
In 1931 it was 53 par cent of the base period; a gain in
3 033 brought it up to 58 per cent."
During 1935 the index for Massachusetts continued the rise
noted in 1934 and in October reached the highest point for
that nonth sinoe the year 1931,
P. 2. Perquisites in addition to board.
In addition to the money wages and board which the farm
laborer received, there *ere numerous extras for the value of
which no reckoning in money was reported. For the period un-
der consideration, the 36 included such diverse utilities as
"the use of dwelling and garden, stable for cow or horaej
feed for cow, horae, swine or poultry; pasture for cow, horse,
or s^ine; butter, ergs, milk, fruit, vegetables for family
use; firewood for his dwelling and the use of * tear: to haul
it; the occasional use of a team for haul in > for other pur-
poses; the laborer may receive in addition to his rate of
sages one meal a day, or laundry service, or occasional use
1
8
of horse and buggy** Generally only one or 1 few allowances
•ert male to the same laborer, and may be considered to have
added anywhere from 50 cents to |4i00 to the value of the raonth-
13. Holmes, Geo. K. Wages of Farm Labor. Eureau of Statistics.
U.S. I .A. IM. p. 49.
ly sage.
P. 3* Length of work week.
As in ths preceding chapter on the colonial period, data
on the number of hours worked per weak by far* laborer* in
Massachusetts for the period, 1850-1919, are not available.
Again, it will be necessary to assume a similarity with con-
ditions existing in other states and to ?uote such fibres as
are available. These may be found for the period 1861-1899
in Table 10 (p. 31) and will be seen to vary from 54 to 78,
thus showing a greater variation between states and years
than during the earlier period, although it might be said that
the average and customary working week regained approximately
the aa^e length.
So data on length of the work week has bean found for
the period 1900-1919, but an estimate for 1930 for the con-
tinental United States of the hours actually worked per week
by the average employee in all types of industries, including
19
agriculture, made by the National Bureau of Economic Reaearoh
and shown in Table 11 (p. 32) is moot enlightening.
Although the average work week has declined from 66 hours,
vhloh existed up to 1890, to about 53 hours in 1930, it will
be seen th-it the average for agriculture is larger than the
average for all industries combined. Only employees in domes-
tic and personal service and in retail trade worked mors hours
per week than did the agricultural workers. Moreover, for
labor contract-ing for the month. Table 13 (p. 33) records a
longer working week for New England than for any other section
10 Kinsr, W.I. Employment Hours and Earnings in Prosperity and
Defreaoion, U.S. 1^0-1932. Nat. Eur. of Ec. Res. 1933.
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Table 10
Iumber of Hours Worked per 'Seek by Farre Labor*
1861-1899
Year State Hours per :
Week :
Year State Hours per
z •;
I 'iOX New York 66 : i per. PI 1 -?ai* io ri <ia
i oUa Ne« York 61 : \ ansae* art
X noo Hew York 66 : nq^ Jersey OU
X tio* New York 66 :
X TOO New York 66 : K aw Va Vnow ior& fixOO
Iowa 60 : 1 ftPfit lOCO AO
New York 66 i Fl o ri da 60
bouth Carolina 80 ! Til Inn la111 luU o 7 s;
1 P67 Sew York r* it i T.nui «1 ana 70
1 88 ^ Til 4. .. 4 — fay ! T5 f»w Yn rkW V" 1 V A
A
63
IT aw V —. L»KQv? TOrK OO : 1887 73
1969 AiaDa.Mia OU i Ne* York 63
Missouri 60 l 1>388 Colorado 73
KeV 10 TK 86 ! New York 63
1670 MOii oa 60 1 1889 New York 63
Til* t\n * c 60 North Carolina 66
T ^S11 4 f| ;»LiOUl e* i il.n<A 66 !t 1890 New York 83
4*1 noourj 60 North Carolina 78
ae'i lOTK 66 : 1691 New York 63
1871 Man Vn*l>New i or*. 66 : 1393 Iowa 71
1873 Til 4 m A 4 aIllinois 60 North Carolina 73
ues i o rm 66 : 1893 Florida 60
1873 «e* lorfc 66 111 inois 51
1874 Hes tork 66 i&aryland 69
1 875 New York 66 Missouri 60
New York 63 ilontor.a 54
1 877 Ne* York 63 58
i P7 B New York 63 63
New Jersey 70 Re* York 66
Nss» York 63 73
J. Oflv' New Jersey 61 Va rth H-h. rol \ nauU 1 v *i .1. X \J A X * ik* 71
New York 63 73
North Carolina 60 : 1894 l< eo rgia
1881 Louisiana 60 TIM v i
a
1 i > • > 1 ' AO
New York 63 i owa 78
1883 New York 63 Montana 63
1863 New York 63 New York 60
1 :". A California 68 North Carolina 69
New York 63 : 1835 Iowa 60
: 1826 Cal lfornia 60
J 1897 Kansas 75
: 1898 Nebraska 67
*-c.en, J.C. History of 77ages in the United States from Coloni
al Ti :sa to 1938. Part ^. Bur. of Lab. Stat. E. £499. 1933.
Table 11
An Estimate for the Continental United States of the Hours
Actually Worked per We»k by the Average Employee*
Average Hours Aotuslly forked per "Seek
Industry 19 ;o
First >eo< (i d Th I rd Fourth
luarter quarter quarter quarter
All Industries 50.1 49.9 50.3 49.4
Agrioul ture 51 .3 53.0 53.6 51.3
Extraction of Minerals 47.6 46.9 48.0 48.0
Building and Construc-
tion 43.6 ^3.9 44.0 44.3
Other Hand Trades 49.6 50.5 50.1 50.3
Finance 45.7 45.3 45.9 45.5
Public & Professional
3e rvioe 49.1 49.1 49.3 48.1
Dotaoatic & Personal
Service 5S.1 55.6 55.9
All Transportation 51.1 51.3 s3 . 3 51.2
Steaci Railways 51.5 51.7 53.9 50.8
Other Transportation 50.4 50.7 51.1 51.8
Co -e roe & Trade 53.1 53.3 3.1 S3.1
Wholesale 49.6 50.3 50.1 50.3
Retail 53.4 53.6 53.4 53.3
All Factories 49.3 48.6 48.7 47.4
Food, Drink & Tobacco 49.8 50.4 50.8 50.9
Lumber & Its Products 50.6 51.0 51.3 49.9
iietUs & iSetal ProdHs^SO.B 48.3 49.6 47.9
Paper & Printing,, 47.7 47.6 47.9 47.6
Mineral Products"* 49.6 49.9 43.4 49.3
Textile &.,Leat.':er Prod-
ucts 45.6 45.3 45.0 43.0
King, I. 3rr.ployment Houra and Burnings in Prosperity and
Depression, U.S. t 1830-1933. National Bureau of Economic
Research. 1933. p. 87.
1. Vehicles, railroad curs, and all products not elaawhere re-
corded are included here.
3. Includes crerr.ical, stone, glasr,, and clny products.
3. Includes clothinr of *13 kinds.
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Table 12
Average Hours Worked per ?a3k by Hired Male Employees "tfhlle
Employed on the Faros of the United States*
1?10
*Ir . of * X * » » . vv^ullll • TV- i r*d • ruur«u
WWII 1 t .- L . i . a
• *
* •
.j U.£3l u • * ~ 1 • ^Ud Lb.-. 9 it--. 4" a t*
t r&et : Re rt • •• * •• •• ••
6,348 United
«->>J . W r.a qOS . D PA A
i obo iP A Q b* • 4
-/ Ill ^ a ft 1 ra 7 4 A . ' 1 1
• orv.ing ; 1 > loo <*t • N • vi 3n* r_7 K ol • D . t>
by
.
/« • it • vj en • O f . u Cl AU w • * u* . o to 7
TV a «1 lis i» 71 A O • All
•
AQ St DO • C KA 7
jionxn : 7RR S" C PanSt • o * oon • 3M .O Do * J. O** . ** ^1 AOX . w
1 DOO C7 Pan O . »<» «>%.•-» 09 . X
> AA7 :7 oOi tt>
» OCA raw 11 lu R7 fl RO 7 SO A
• 5,378 United
States 47.3 47.9 50.7 47.5
• 543 Rew Eng. 53.4 50.9 53.3 49.3
: 363 Mid. Atl. 44.8 47.1 53.7 40.7
-orking : 1,0G6 E.N . Cen. 41.9 47.4 49.3 45.3
3y 8 1,351 ff.N. Cen. 48.0 51.6 49.5 50.9
The : 677 S. Atl. 50.9 46.5 48.7 45.9
Day : 70S E.S. Cen. 41.6 43.4 46.8 43.3
: 615 U.S. Cen. 43.4 46.7 50.1 45.6
: 396 Mountain 50.6 53.7 54.5 56.6
: 360 Pacific 53.8 53.4 55.8 53.2
*Cf. King, p. 93. (See footnote to Table 11).
of the United States. For contracting by the day, the contract
bat^eon Sew England and other parte of the country is not so
great.
To quote from the same souroe, in regard to hours worked
by the average f*rm employ ae:
"The man who has spent all hia life in the city ia apt to
dream of the leisurely life of the farmer. The boy reared on
the farm has, however, a diffarent view of farm life; for he
re.-'ierr.bero vividly both the .comings in summer when, on being
sailed frora a oomfortable bed at 4 A.U., h» tumbled out feel-
ing that the night had scarcely begun, and the late evenings
«hen he silked the cows by the light of a lantern.
"Have times changed and is the oity man right who dreams
of easy life on an idyllic farm, or do the farmers still toil
e ;.rly and late a3 in former years?"
The author's question is partially answered bv a glance
at Table 13, which shows «that the average farm-hand working
by the month wiem puts in something over 55 hours in winter
and 60 hours in summer during each week that he is employed.
The day worker, however, has a much easier tirrie, for he, as a
rule, ??orks nearly ten hours leea per week. In the North, the
man working by the month still labors from 63 to 66 hours per
seek in suraraer, which means a ten-hour day for six days be-
sides part time on Sunday. Ths day hand in the same seotion,
even in the busiest season, works less than nine h ura • day
ana has Sunday off*
"On the whole, the figures eeem to indicate that the
35
short hours prevailing in the oity have brought about somewhat
similar hours for day wcrters in the oountry but that the typi-
cal 'hired man 1 - that is the one who works by the Konth •
3 til J puts In much longer hours in suamer than does the city
/orKor and that, even in tb > winter, if he regains employed,
he -iorks for tsoro hours thu.n aro required in most uroan ooou-
pat ions."
P. 4. Supply of farm labor.
The agrlcal tural census of 1830 is the first accurate
jouroe of information as to number of agricultural laborers
in Massachusetts. Table 13 (p. 36) shows for liassaohu3 9tte
the total population, population 10 yer^rs old and over, those
10 yearn old and over engaged in gainful occupations, those
of thi.» group sn? aged in agriculture and those sntrged as ag-
ricultural laborers, by sex, for 1830, 1890, 1900, 1J10,
1930 and 1930. ifhile there is an increase in total numbers
gainfully employed during this period, there is a marked do-
crearie in total numbers engaged in agriculture. Of these
litter, however, the percentage employed as agricultural labor-
ers has increased from 34.8 in 1880 to 54.2 in 1530. The per-
centags of all sen in Jiassachu setts who ars encaged as farm
laborers has steadily Inorsased, from 34.5 in 18S0 to 55.3
in 1930. ^hile th is is true regarding percentages of total
persons engaged as agricultural laborers, the percentage of
women in agriculture first decreased, then rose again, but
tie numbers of women engaged as agricultural laborers ha3
steadily declined.
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During the period of the World War due both to increased
military needs and to greatly increaaed industrial activity
the tm labor supply was araatically curtailed. Figures are
not available, but the aany studies made by federU and state
services to assist the farmer to get his needed help bear evi-
dence of the shortage. This was merely a war-time phenomenon
and it will be seen that by 1930 the shortage had disappeared
and the numbers employed in agricultural labor had returned
to their former level.
Uith the coming of the great depression began a new exo-
dus from cities to farms. During 1335 this movement has
de-
clined, due to son;e improvement in opportunities in non-agri-
oultural employment, more adepts ralief, and, according to
the United Stated Department of Agriculture/ growing diffi-
culty of finding available housing on farms.
p. 5. Alternative employment.
Before considering the question of alternative
employ-
ment open to the agricultural Uborers of iiasaachusett.
dur-
ing tnis period, it *W be interesting to quote a paragraph
aisousoing tfce influence of nearby cities on
the *ages of farm
labor, from a bulletin published by the
United Stateo repay-
ment of Agriculture,
31 in 1313.
-When employments are competitive, their
wage rates must
30 Grot- and torfeets. United States
Department of Agrioul-
,X. Holmei, ^2*%*f of F,r? Laoor. Bureau of Statis-
tics. Ball. 94. U.S.D.A. 1,13. p.
38.
be co»pctitive. Many an agricultural laborer can become the
conductor or r.otorman of a street, suburban, or lnterurban
electric car; he can find employment in numerous directions
in thy nearby town or city, or shop or factory. If the f ,m
loss not ;;.ect the competition of other employments, it rr.ust
suffer the loss of some of its laborers. This in fact is what
has happened in this country. The f^rm has lost laborers and
;ia be*n unable to obtain laborers because it tuM not met the
xgsa of oorpetitlve employments. The effort of the farm to
meet the competition for its labor is often apparent irithin a
ria of country surrounding cities of considerable size.
In another study, " the sase Bureau obtained farm wage
rates of counties containing cities of .core than 35,000 and
compared them «ith wage rates in the rest of the state. The
iiti. for Massachusetts, for all categories of farm labor, has
b»en compiled in Table 14 . It will be seen that in 1909,
Table 14
Average wage rates of outdoor labor of men on farms, Mass., 1909*
(qqce. of counties sith cities of 35. 000,with rest of state)
Period and Without Board ~ith Board
Contract City Counties liest of City Counties Rest of
State State
R-iteo per aonth
hiring by year $37.78 $37.50 $32.56 $33.67
ty season 44.39 43.75 39.71 38.33
Rates per day
harvest *ork 3.01 3.08 1.54 1.81
other than harvest 1.67 1.75 1 .08 .75
*Cf. footnote 16, p. 29.
there was very little attempt by the farwer to meet non-agri-
cultural wage rates. In fact, for labor hired by th3 year, with
board, the monthly wage rate in counties containing cities of
33. Holmes, Ceo. K. Wages of Far* Labor. Eur. of Statistics.
Bull. 99. U.S.D.A. 1313.
r.ore than 35,000 was lees than In the rest of the state. This
wae true also of the day rate paid for harvest labor both with
and without board, and for other ttuun harvest labor* without
oo^rd.
A history of the development of the various industries in
Massachusetts which offereu work to unskilled laborers during
the period under consideration could be made the sub j sot of aa
antire study. It will suffice here to mention the rise of the
textile, shoe and leather, machinery and tools, ana rubber
goods industries. * All of these offered work of a sort even
i,o the unskilled laborer, but it must be remeaberea th.it the
great list of occupations using unskilled workers, including
e uploymen t a3 teamoters, janitors, carpenters 1 helpers, hod
Oarrisrt* and many others, increased the possibilities for em-
ployment in neighboring cities as these grew in size.
As President Kenyon I,. Butterfiefc of the Jaass^ohuGetts
A:: riciltural College (now Massachusetts State College) said
34
in 1311,
"All over the north at least f\r, labor is source, but
perhaps New En. land farmers suffer sort thin any others bo-
cause of th<o presence of t he large number of mill villages
which te.-r.pt fars boys and girls frorr the surrounding regions
to steady positions, even at small wa^es, in exchange for what
have seemed to be the uncertainties of the farm."
•33. See Appendix B.
34. French, Ceo. New England. Boston Chamber of Commerce.
1911. p. 113.
10
But contrast with this the remark of the author of this
35
8a»0 volume :
"The question of farm labor very properly ooas-3» to the
front in contemplating the farm proposition, whether in or cut
of New In gland. The problem Is one *hlch must be carefully
handled everywhere. Tn thin renpcct T?ew »n^and is possibly
better off than some other part* of the country. The
cities
and large towns are liable tn have an excess cf labor, and
with >.?oll-distributed trolley systems it is not wholly diffi-
cult to got fara laborers to go into the country."
A comparison of average monthly wages for Uassachusstta
Curs; labor, With and without board, and of the weighted
average
wages of unbilled labor in the manufacturing industries of
the
United States, 1390-1914, is presented in Table 15, (p.
since bo such figures for unskilled labor as a
whole for the
state of Massachusetts are available.
-
.as paid to laborers in building and *etal trades,
and
to longshoremen in Boston, as well as MfM to laborers
in foundries, machine shops, dyehouses,
and to teamsters in
-acracMxaett., for various years between 1840
and 1938 are
shown in Tables IS 17, on the succeeding
pages, (pp. 43,
43).
Since it ic a common practice for
agricultural laborers to
25. French, Geo. New England.
Boston Chamber of Commerce.
1911. p. 133.
Table 15
Co-parison of Wagea Paid to Unskilled Laoorara
in Manufacturing Industries and Farm "Sages Without
Board (U.S.) and siassachusetts Farm Wages Without
Board
_____
1890-1934
•
Year:
Wagea Paid Un- :
skilled :
Mont hi
y
Labor. >
Wagea of Firs
. Ithout Board
•
• L.oor-U.S.* : U.S.*' : ilaaa.***
1890 »37 • 45 #19.45 $30 . 00
1893 37.63 30.03 39.70
1893 37.54 31.15
1694 35.86 16.57 39.07
1895 36.34 16.74 30.66
1898 3b. 08 19.16 30.54
1899 37.41 19.97 31.35
1903 39.78 33.14 33.32
1906 44.46 26.19 37.14
1210 45.80 37.50 37.30
1911 43.60 38.77 33.70
1913 44.38 39.58 39.10
1913 46.61 30.31 43.30
1 "1
4
46.35 39.88 41 .10
1915 45.80 30.15 41.50
1916 59.35 33.83 46.70
1.317 73.87 40.43 58.00
1918 93.37 4B.83 66.50
1919 103.47 56.39 71 .00
1330 111.71 64.95 85.00
1931 86.47 43.33 67.00
i9ta 85.18 41.79 68.00
1933 83.87 46.31 80.03
1934 93.70 47.53 79.75
*Coomba, Whitney. Eages of Unskill3d Labor in
JianufiCturing Induatri33 in the United 'Jtitea,
1890-1934. Columbia University Press. 1S36.
p. 99. (Figures reduced to monthly equivalent).
**Ibici. p. 103.
••United States Department of Agrioul turs.
Table 16
i Litorere i.. Euildin t anJ SS«t 1 Trudes,
In Foundries, ll_ohine Shops and Dyahouses
Eos ton and Ktsf.&chusetta?
1690-1928
g»».nWn fra.i d r klor.tn to Laoorero F:.;rlcv?d In
Year: Trades
Lofton
1390
1891
1893
1697
1899
1900
1801
1903
1303
1904
1305
1908
13:7
1908
1309
1910
1912
1313
1313
2914
J US
1316
1317
1918
1319
1330
1331
1933
1333
1334
1935
1336
1937
1938
Trader
3 b too
our.dri S3
Mass.
\ a\ • ':i B
44.98
44.41
44.48
$4.41
,.41
44.85
43.09
44.77
45.31
45. 03
45.08
43.45
40.19
41-71
43.40
51.30
31.93
61.93
61.33
61.33
56. 76
73.34
72.21
72.34
73.24
77.43
B3.56
75.68
137.71
127,71
117.71
1 TO -T2J . . w .
154,16
134.1c.
153.74
153.74
152.74
*41 * 5o
41 .82
41.63
41.33
43 . 33
43,96
43.96
43.03
44.47
,3.71
43.30
43 • 56
43.95
44*55
39.97
«0«7|
43.35
13.04 537.9134.67
34.93
34. G8
• 34.68
38.53
36.13
36.89
45.13
86.97
117.85
." : 1.1~
105.99
139.33
193.45
103,40
98.09
33.25
103.53
93.83
JL O • ' < -~ - -
monthly wage.
TLblc 17
LonlLly roc Pr-id to Lon^chorer.en
end TeemBtere, Boston*
1840*1998
! U^o 9 Ol y . ; '"ACS /STlaj'.BB OA
T
_
5 > • ... ii»0 • a w. .<*.'»
•^c - • i- on T-v A £1 W
v»<->fc> • i. %
• L>^>
"f QC~>X ouvJ
•V* OX)
I bbO PI OP•»3.8S
1 o»J 4o . 37
1 J J'
J
•ifi . - U
* a *z *->•"VOJ • ru UJ • 1 J.
OU.l f
1.315 53. 35 30.17
i 1*1*1 /~131b 59* -±o OJ.17
1 317 33.13 68.63
1318 77.38 05.99
1919 133.38 93.73
1920 151.33 130.49
1931 151.36 130.43
1333 134.15 130.43
1333 144.13 130.45
1334 165.13 130.34
1925 151.33 138.34
1333 151.33 133.94
1927 151.33 133.30
1338 ISO. 33 138.90
*Sa.3 3d on firurau given on page 447,
Eull. ?4.-.'J, U»S* Buro-u of Labor Stu.-
tistic3. Reduced to equivalent
usontl'.ly sUj/e.
838k work in any common labor capacity, we have also included
rates paid to hod-carriers and to stationary firemen. (See
Table 18, p. 4S).
To bring this oo'nparison up to d^te, we inolude also wages
raid to a fe« types of unskilled labor during the past, few
years, a3 reported by the Massachusetts Departuent of Labor
and Industries, (See page 40).
During the past four years, demand, for labor la all In-
dustrie* suffered a distinct drop, and the fans laborer's
chances for -iltemative es.iployment there fell in proportion.
The ir.dex of employment in all ir.anufacturin- industries in
Massachusetts for the years 1D13 through 1934 may be seen in
Table 30, page 47. Th3 lo* point occurred in July l93Sa when
the index stood at 47 per cent cf the lv«3b-27 average.
"The level of farm wages in 1890 as compared with 19X9
wae distinctly lo*-r than that of unskilled wages in manufactur-
ing compared on the same basis. In other words, the money
wagea of farrc laborers rose to a greater degree frox 1680 to
1913 than did the wages cf urban unskilled workers. . . In agri-
culture wages did not rise as higo during the war r-ricd aa
they did in manufacturing, and then decline in the post-war
Period was far/, aore abrupt."'
In any oonsi deration of alternative employments, it eiust
not be forgotten that many factors besides actual ii.oney *ages
enter into the comparative attractiveness of Jobs. These in-
clude hours per week, conditions of employment, social status,
rwtjt 37
urban versus ,spi ortun^i ti as for diversity of pleasure, etc.\
_______________________
__—________———
—
36. Coombs, pc . 103, 104.
17, But for further elaboration of th:s aspect, see P. o,
"Real Wages and Labor Status." page 48.
and Stat'
dors,
aaaachua etts*
1840-1338
'
"^vi^SS of ""CglS (if
Yeur Eod-Carriara Stationary Firemen
;.,
- :
,
-.T.^etta
1843 »3?.->0
1850 $13.58 40.45 -
i860 39.1? JJ-Jg
1870 54.70 4?.10
1130 43.03
1890 ©.IS 38 * 18
1900 59.07
1310 S3-23
1916 86.38
1917 75.63
1318 30.41
1319 89.87
1330 133.44
1331 133.44
1932 133.il
1335 123.4 1
1996 149.4?
1938 149.47
Vn* 3 *i ^n fibres airon on pa^es 17b ana j53,
nun. #499. !**S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
Rsducod to equivalent monthly "saze.
Table 19
*Fag<?s Paid Classes of 8b**111#| Labor
Maasacl.usatta, 1933-193*'
•n in
Year: -4on th: ay l
up tion:
and
ft*
1 J33 Js t.
Feb.
!hr.
Apr.
'v-r
June
July
Aug.
Sept
Oct.
S.T
j}0£. >
136.51
1 35.88
11';. 75
103,06
108. 53
113.11
101.56
103.97
101.78
83.18
01^3a
3755
1933 tea.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
•?
.t<
June
July
Au™.
Sept.
Oct.
Sot.
111.53
1 a .44
109.80
91.43
94,00
93.83
93.7?
91. 45
91. 7 5
100.33
90.00
—
• u
96.52
&116.44
110.34
115.15
111.30
113.43
109.13
108.03
107.03
136 . 36
104.66
105.73
107^10
_
- jC n
109.56
96 . 84
109.78
105.33
10* .83
101.48
103.34
103.39
100.53
100.84
100.89
105.00
_
$106.94
106.62
3 >4.03
103.50
107.41
3 01.53
1 ^8.34
99.76
133.85
101.44,
104 .15
93.34
98.90
98.91
98.61
96.53
103.30
103.39
97.bb
loo.rta
97.18
1 JG.49
101.00
.56
10
1934 Jan. 131.37
100.45
94.31
97.37
3^.03
85.33
90.77
90.56
33.39
79.91
73.95
„ . §|*3 vg^fi ""7i 4.
—. ,
**s
.t
—
p-r-fe:' ", t i. mT'of La cor u.nd Induatriaa.
f#*kly Wa*e raduosd to monthly
tcpiiwvn
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
:„iy
June
July
Aug.
5 apt.
Oat.
Ave.
113.43
107.03
103 .§0
107.76
133. 77
135.33
131.45
101.37
103.71
103.72
100.49
106.55
104. H
95.43
.34
93.77
104.43
1O5.05
135.81
107*11
105.33
107.30
107.13
109.99
a 33
47
Table 20
Index of laaployraent - All Industries* Mass.*
(1925-27-100)
1931 1932 1933 1934
January
February
March
71.9
%:l
60.7
63.6
62.4
58.1
60.3
56.2
6S.5
7f.g
74.1
April
May
June
74.7
73-3
71.4
56.9
52.9
50.2
56.4
5«-5
62.9
73-6
72.4
68.2
July
August
September
69.9
73-5
73-0
47.O
54.4
59.7
69.0
73.2
75.1
66.5
67.2
56.5
October
Horeiaber
December
67.1
64.0
61.1
62.2b
61.4
59.1
76.5
72.9
69.1
67.6
66.6
69.0
•Mass. Dept. of Labor A Industries
t6
P. 6. Real wages and labor status
Any study of real wsiges must, of course, d»al
with the re-
lation between money wages and the cost of living.
"In 1866 both farm and industrial wages stood at 78 per
aent
38
of the 1910-14 average, *hile the cost of living in
cities and towns was Mil than double that a*fc>u%, or 158 per
oent. Neither industrial or faf» reflected
the high-
price level of Civil War days. Industrial wages
advanced to
about 35 per cent of the 1910-14 average during
the f 1 rat few
years MMlai the Civil War, while far, wiges tended toward
,
-29
lower levels."
In a study made by Dr. I. B. Uublno* for
the period 1390-
1S13,
30
a comparison of aaga »tw t?* ^een iaciU9
~
tries (no. i eluding agriculture) as published
by the United
States Bureau of Lab r Statistics
31
and price material -*ed
upon tfea averse annual retail prices of If
food 0O* odities
was made. Tbla was continued by Dr. Paul
H. Douglas aad Fran-
oes La.berson l{
include the period 1013-1918?
3
The second
8t udy differed slightly in atsrial
used but yielded comparable
figures.
^
oentage is not comparable. 75^-7. Sarle, C. t.
39. Yearbook of &^$i2S^it mi llW
50. Hubinow, II «.
™l Ll IV. (Dec. 1914). pp. 7,8-617.ican _cono.cic aeview. vox. u \
31. la bull at
^
ns
„ ^ f'^^gfSQn, f« Ths SSvaaaJt of Heal
(Sept*. 19*1) PP. *0S*436.
49
Dr. Rubino*«a conclusions ae to trerd cf real t*agea during
the first period at&y bo briefly sum arized as follows:
Heal wages increaaed froa 1S70 to 1630, largely beoauss of
a falling price level. This ir-orease ooourred during a period
of depression and cculci acuroaly result in a material lxprcve-
t.v.nt of the condition of the working olaso. * Although *ages
rose after the Spu.ni3h War, retail prices rose so raucb faster
taat tuc wage level suffered materially. Purchaalr.-- value of
KtpH probably increased slightly between 1370 and 1:90, but
after 1903 it fell rapidly. The purchasing power of wages in
1313 was net much higher th,n in 1670.
For the aeoond period, 1313-1318, Dr. Douglas concludes:
"All the ew-idence aeoas to indioate that at the terai nation of
34
U.e & ra..t .vc,r the return in coiiu.-.oditie» *hi oh the A.-.ariean
wori :fian re-elved for an oa.ua! length of tima sorked {one hour)
«a£ from 10 to 30 per cant leas th~n it *aa in the iec-.de
1330-1899, and from 7 to 17 per cent 1333 than it was before
the ahj.rp upward movement of pricea in 1910. The purchasing
po*3r of the established week's work, moreover, was fro* 30
to 3 j per cent less than in the t.ineties and froa 10 to 30 per
cent leas than in 1915. American labor, as a whole, tu.:refore,
33. Dr. i.rlssenderi, in his Census Ponograph X, published, in
1339, ("Earning of Factory Workers, 1899-1937"), as-erts
that real arages fall in tlmea of depression if the unem-
ployment factor is applied to such ftruree as riven in
Rubinow's 3tudy (pp. xx-xxi).
I4« "It is probable that laror gained cround upon the scat cf
living in 1319 and the e^rly part of 1330. Whether thie
was aufficient to bring then back to the pro-Tar b^ale is
uncertain. It le clear thit it MM not, ao ftur ae Boston ,
aaas . , was concerned. Th.-? increase in hourly xn.ee rates
in organized occupations frorr. July 1914, to July 1, 1330,
-ma 63.5 oer cent tad for "full-time" weekly earnings 73.7
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cannot legitimately be charged with having profiteered during
the war. Rather, like Alloe in Wonderland, it was compelled
to run faster in order to stay in the same place.
A slightly different and perhaps more accurate method
of examining real farm wages compares the wipe index with the
index numbers of the prices of commodities used by farmers in
living, as published by the United States Department of Ag-
riculture. The index of wages for farm labor in the United
States and in Massachusetts and the index of farm living
coats for the United Stites appear in Table 21, pa;;;e 51.
Moreover, ae sho^n in Census Ponograph X (see footnote
33, p. 42) an index of real wages cannot be deeded wholly sat-
isfactory unless it takes into consideration the loss of wages
that comes from unemployment as sell as increases or deoreases
in the acturil wages paid. For the present study the computa-
tion of an index of either agricultural or industrial unskilled
unemployment is impossible. The facts on wagea tell part of
the story, but not all of it. The only authoritative figures
obtainable for unemployment among agricultural laborers In
per C3nt while the cost of living increased in Boston from
December, 1914, to June, 1930, 110.7 per oentl See Massa-
chusetts Industrial Review, Vol. I, f2 (July 1930) pp. 13-
30 and mi neographad bulletin #964, U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
Table 31
Real Wages of Fa,r.r Labor, 1910-1934
Indexes of Farm Family Living and of Wages Paid
to Farm Labor, United States and Uaesaohusetts
1910-1914=100
: Index of Prices
Year: Paid by farmers : United
: for commodities
: used in living
: U. S.*
Index of Farm Wages
atta * -
States
* *
1910 98 97 94 94
1911 100 97 98 GO
1213 ioa 101 101 99
1813 100 104 105 107
1914 102 101 103 104
1915 107 102 105
1316 134 113 133 IIP
1917 147 140 155 147
1918 177 176 177 169
1919 310 306 185 180
1920 332 339 336 216
1 31 161 150 109 170
1933 156 146 169 173
1933 160 166 306 303
1^34 1 50 166 19S 202
1935 164 m 168 194 196
1936 163 171 317 303
1937 159 170 308 301
19 38 160 169 304 303
1939 158 170 313 308
1930 148 153 203 199
1931 136 116 174 133
1933 108 86 134 144
1933 109 80 116 131
1934 132 90 116 133
•United States Department of Agriculture •
•Ibid.
•••Roy E. Uoasr, Massachusetts State College.
iftrtMbttaSSfttti are those given ia the U&aeacuuseUa Une.-Mployx.eAt
Conaua or 1330. At fchat tlffla, aa aho^n in Table 33 oslo«,
there ware 3*145 uaatiployeU, far... laborer* • of aoout ? p.^r cent
of the 30,347 auoh employ eas in the state.
Table 33
dumber of Farm Laborers, Employed & Unemployed
Uasauchuaotte, lv)30*
Clival float ion Total r 3MM w
Gainful Workero Employed _
M Farni Labocor3 30,34.7 19,337 510
No. of Fara Laborera Out
of a Job, Able to Work
ft Looking for Work 1,644 1. ,513 31
Fa r*n Laborers Having Joba
ba« on Lay-Off *ithout
p&fi excluding those
siok or voluntarily
idle 501 436 65
Totj.1 Une.ftploy'-iiant in
Both Groura 3,145
i ±- ^ ...
3,043
i
~
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•ikasacbuaetta Unar.ployroant ^nsue,
Part ITI
Ttlre of Market Gardening Industry In
iiaesachuaetta and Status of Labor Therein
"A society is rioh »hen evaterial foods . . . are cheap,
a.nd human beings dear."
Tawney
VDevelopment of Market Gardening in ttaaaachuaetta
and Predominance of lildJlenox County
p. 1. Changes in nature cf agricul ture
In Ik general way, we have traced the agricultural labor
aiatus for aassachusatts from earl? tinea to the
beginning of
what we may oall the preeent era. 8e have attempted
tc ahow
in so far as material was available ho* the
Uaeeachuaette
laborer fared in comparison with his mythical
brother, the
"average laborer* for the United States.
But no* it la time tc take stock of the
changes that have
taken place in the nature of the arri
cultural industry i« liassa-
chusetts during the later phaee of its
development.
H. U. Faulkner, in Ml Economic History of ths
United
States/6 gives an admirable picture of the
changing conditions
«hioh faced the tfasaachusette fanner
as telly as 18801
-After canals and railroads had provided
an outlet for the
hulky agricultural products of the
feet, the farmer of M
m^nd and the middle states found it I possible to compete
successfully in the raising of grain
and eeat and .« forced
to reorganize his economy t, that
of true, farming fruit
raising, dairying, or tobacco
culture.-
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P. 3. As of 1S30.
9f 3 890, the United 8tatos Census describes no re par-
ticularly the appearance of the market -j.rdening industry:
"The production of fruits and vegetables for market has
:?n proueouted sith gre.it sucoes9 in earlier lays as a branch
Ox f'sneral farming* and sore recently as a s-eoialty, kn-wn as
i.*ket gardening. The bMiaMi Is usually carried on ^it^ a
fe>' highly enriched and thorough y cultivated acres of ground
and a rotation of crops, so grotn that thsre may he a daily
supply throughout a considerable portion of the year. The
fj.rma are usually within a reasonable driving distance of cities
and towns, and the products are generally sold to the retailer,
and la many oases, especially In the smaller towns, directly
..c i.he oon :j •<;•,' jr."
The twelfth census reported a production of #1*431*976
v/orth of vegetable products from Middlesex County in the year
37
In addition, Middlesex County 3howod the gre -test per
acre production of any county in the United States, and ranked
second in valuation of its vegetable crops to only one, that
being iueens County, l«t*# which had an area one- third larger
than Middlesex and a valuation of vegetable products one- fif-
teenth greater.
As of 1899.
36. Eleventh Cc
37. Twelfth Cer
3, n.". Deft, of Comoro*. 1890.
, *J.~. Dept. of Co ,o.3 roe. 1900.
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?. i. As of 1011.
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The following quotation describes th? si tuition in
"As a state, Massachusetts ranks sixth in the Union,
listed aocording to the valuation of hor vegetable products.
This ranking of Massachusetts, and particularly of Middlesex
County, is very largely due to the high st,.te of development
to which vegetable growing under glass has been developed.
Nowhere in the world is head lettuce produced so systematic-
ally and successfully in the glass house as in Middlesex Coun-
ty. There the business originated and there it has largely de-
veloped. The towns of Arlington and Belmont are dotted with
the irlass houses of winter vegetable growers. The chief prod-
ucts of these houses arc lettuce and cucumbers, and these prod-
ucts find their markets throughout New England and N i~ York
stats. Other products are grown, mainly tomatoes, radishes,
:
.raley, mint, and cress, but these are entirely churned in
LLc ho&a aktrket and are of oinot* importunes."
p. 5. Since 1930.
In a study of Farm Labor in Massachusetts
made in 1931,
by J. C. Fclaom of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, the
chief types of agricultural industry in the
state are itemised
as tobacco and onion production, apple
growing, dairying and
general farming, cranberry gro*in ? , str
awberry growing farm-
^, rc v r-.- . rev Old. Boston C of C. 1311. pp. 136-7.
JS' H*"?' j;°,Vn C. Faro L-ibor in Massachusetts. Bur. of
Agric. Economics. Bull. §1280. 1 tt*
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ing for auimer- resorts, and ruarlret gardening.
The census of 1*9.5 gives for all Now England a total of
nearly ft|«QQO acres devoted to airket-garden products, but this
apparently includes sweet corn grc*n for canning as well as
that, for fr^nh consumption. In the total figures Massachusetts
wa3 in the lead with 13,438 acres* The acrea.ee in each State
for e ich of the seven vegetables included in the census fig-
ures. Is 3ho^ in Table 23.
Table 33.
Acreage in Uarket-Oarden Crops in New England*
1935
drop New En jr. MainerN. Flanp.: Vt.'>^ass.
Cabbage 4,518 530
Cantaloup 407 33
T 1 3ttUC3 1,153 67
Onions 3,936 64
(dry)
Sweet com 30, 317 13,574
Tomatoes 3 , 450 160
Total 44,793 13,513
354 316
16 19
40 33
52 86
2,133 2,039
133 96
3,571
144
800
3,433
H.T . : Conn.
313 1,075
38 167
55 173
42 270
4,360
1,178
8,462 1,200
1,618 360
17,055 1,808
*U.?. Cenau;* of Agriculture, 1935.
A report
40
on the Industrial Structure of N^w England,
i-v-ued by the Department of Corcrrerce in 1930, gives a good
40. Industrial Structure of Naw England. U.S. Department of
Corrrasroe. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Cojrmeroe. 1330.
p. 43.
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sua-.ary of the market gardening situation In Massachusetts for
that ysur. To quote frorr thic vill briny the development of
the industry do*r. to tho present r.ime.
"The highest development of r.arkot gardening: (in !.T ew Eng-
land) is in the vicinity of the large industrial carters. The
r o t important specialised marke t-gardeninc regions ire an area
in eastern Uassachusetta, north of Boston, and a sinilar area
i-outh east of Providence, in Rhode Island. In U-ess two dis-
tricts the industry has been highly devel pel by farriers of
nutive Net. England parentage, s.hose operations are c . n ied on
axtencively in fairly large-sized units. Operations are con-
ducted alio en a smaller scale by Italians and others of for-
t l;,n a took •
"The area adjacent tc metropolitan Boston extends f ro^
Ecxboro tc Danvers, dipping down to include parts af the tome
and Cities adjacent to th3 northwestern border of the metro-
politan are_. The Providence area extends in a belt down
through tibe center of Bristol County, in aaasaohunctts, to in-
clude the eastern edge of Rhode Inland. Ther3 are dsveral
,-.::.ll usarket-gardening diatrlote in northeastern lti.ssaclur.etts
*hioh supply adjacent cities. Southwest of -loreester is the
producing area which supplies that city. In the n*Whi>orhcod
of Fitohburg there are warket-gardeni n;;. activities of consid-
erable importance, largely operated by families of Finnish
stock, whose operations are mainly on a staall scale. Si ailar
local producing areas exist adjacent tc Springfield, Pitts-
field, BA4 the 1arger cities of Connecticut. In the lower Con-
neotlcut River Valley, an I in aoxg other 'i3.vtf.coi areas
?hich have the advantage of peculiarly good soil conditions,
i rket-gardoning i3 carried on by loeal farssra, *hc do nut
produce for any particular olty but ship to various tfnrkats.
"Formerly the industry was located nearer to the Journa-
ls;' canter-:, b it in thj laat two deoa Las the introduction of
the jo tor trm 1, hxo aade nor-* re.nots producing regions acces-
sible to th-? centers of consumption. ^x.;an3ion of residential
areas of the eitiffs through real-eat^ta atv7-3lopaent3 :.loo has
pre-empted nuoh of the foraer -_rdastn?; ^rSiS, so that th; in-
dustry has bean forced out into the surrounding country. The
increa.ee In land prices near the jities baa v. ^de the 30 changes
profitable to the farmer owners, itho are probably the only
\ .c i '<-.:,:, ha profited matori 3 " fro. tl.i auroe.*
The value of vegetable crops grown in Massachusetts, by
counties, for the years 1T95, U'lC, 1330 and 1330 is sho*n in
Table 24 (ase p. 59). The increasing pre-eminence of Lilddle-
8 ex County ie noticeable, and would probably be even wore out-
standing but for the fact that for the years prior to 1330
the value of the potato crop was included, which somewhat ob-
scured the earlier differences, since the potato gsoarlmg ooun-
...
:
.- h '3 only u, s.r.all crop ii, r.-.^rkot garden vegetables.
from these fi^vros it may be seen that in 1930 the ajcond
making county in value of vegetables ruined was Bristol, *here
the valuation was leao than half the f fl -c for .Middlesex
Connty
.
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Table 24
Value of Vegetable Crops in Jiassachuaetts*
by Count la a
County 1895 1S10 1930 1930 * *
Barnstable
Berkshire
Bristol
Dukes
Essex
Franklin
Hantpden
Ha^pahire
Middlesex
I 73,859
347,509
533,398
29,159
641,969
316,375
344,630
338,733
% 94,063
393,757
740,518
15,339
917,986
563,117
553,391
596,543
$195,330
790,943
1,579,453
38,739
1,493,153
1,770,068
796,648
1,815,020
$ 96,566
86,160
1,073,148
3,466
933,594
631,361
437,653
633,138
1,437,519 3,435,695 3,735,377 3,316,838
Nantucket
Norfolk
Plymouth
Suffolk
Toroeater
17,794
165,393
230,027
97,654
587,818
8,544
331,969
378.791
133,853
1,016,687
3,515
503,873
784,973
171,169
1,664,435
7,134
358,735
3b5,189
82,038
633,463
* 1895, from Massachusetts Agricultural Census. Other years
from United States Census.
** Exclusive of potatoes.
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VI
StatUB of Labor in Uarkat Gardening Industry
:.. >re s
.
i tr. ; h n tr. Wi.- t, . ; r I.-^iin A>—
ic.i} tural Industries in" .aa ichuosttg
P. 1. The leading agricultural industries.
The five leading agricultural industries in Massachusetts
today, as recognised by the Massachusetts Departments of Agri-
culture and Labor and Industries, are the dairy and stock,
fruit, market gardening, cranberry and nursery industries. The
following analysis attempts to show general conditions affect-
ing labor in these five industries and to find the status of
market garden labor in relation to the labor status in the
41
other four. Statistics for employment and wages for the
above industries for the three years, 1933-1935, have been
used for this comoarison.
P. 3. Numbers employed.
The total number of workers employed for any month dur-
41. Data for this comparison are limited to statistics obtain-
able from the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor and Industries.
Statistics hd.ve been collected by that Bureau for individu-
al agricultural industries only since January 1933. Re-
ports have been obtained monthly from approximately 135
"farms, representing only 5 per cent of such employers. Al-
though the mta ara probably comparable as between the sev-
eral in Justriss, the average number of sorters employed
par farm may appear considerably higher then the true av-
erage for that specific industry for the entire state, in-
asmuch as the owners of the larger and better types of f*ms
are the ones who are more interested in troubling to make
the required monthly report. The figure for wages may be
considered wore representative of the true avenge wage,
since the competition for workers sill tend tc bring all
wages for individual industries to a common leval for that
industry.
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ing the 36 months for which statistics a. re available on all
farms included in this comparison varied from 668 in Febru-
ary, 1333, to 3556 in September, 1S34. (See Table 35, p. 63).
The average number employed per month for this period on all
fame reporting was 1503. Thus we find a fluctuation in employ-
ment of from 56 per cent below the average to 70 per cent above.
However, the period 1931-1933 for which these figures are
taken, was one in which there was a rapid change in employment
conditions, and a truer comparison of employment for the five
industries is to be obtained by using monthly average* for
the sa;?<e months of the thre3 years.
With these three-year averages for total numbers employed,
it ssill be noted that the minimum average monthly employment
was 787 in February, and the maximum, 3335 in September. The
average number employed per month for all farms studied being
1503, we find a fluctuation of from 47 per cent below the aver-
age to 49 per cent above.
Employment per month by industries may be seen in Tables
43. Since the number of farm-owners submitting reports to the
Department month by month varies somewhat in each indus-
try, it may be claimed that a somewhat more accurate pre-
sentation may be had by comparing average number of work-
ers employed" per farm in each industry for e .ch of the 36
months. Thi3 comparison did not reveal ran Its differing
sufficiently from those presented to warrant inclusion in
this study; moreover, since number of workers per farm
in all industries is small, this calculation tended to ob-
scure the differences by decreasing the units of dissimi-
larity. Moreover, there le a tendency for reports to be
omitted from farms when employment is at low ebb oftener
than when at peak, and the minimum figure thus appears er-
roneously large. This would make the maximum and mini-
mum less comparable th;an when total figures only are used.
For oocparison, see Tables based on dat?s. per farm, also
Ch,.rt 3a, Appendix A.
Table 25
Total Number of workers Sfeployed on all Farms
Reporting By Months, 1933-1935
Month
Number of Workers anployed
1933 1934 1935 1933-
Avera
January 673 520 945 514
February 665 S31 563 7*7
Baron 695 529 944 523
April 1131 1435 1461 1359
1666 1556 1519 1780
June 1665 1967 1996 1552
July 1542 2061 1593 153*2
August 1705 1791 1524 1773
September 2031 255* 2117 2235
October 2245 2067 1951 2055
November 1442 1497 1595 1512
December 1057 1056 13^3 1152
Table 26
Number of Workers Employed in the Cranberry
Industry Ifcr Months, 1933-1935
numbers Employed
Month
1933 193^ 1935 Average
January *3 57 SO 60
February 52 67 55 5S
March 69 60 *3 57
April 143 75 141 120
Hay 215 ISO 203 199
June 246 246 317 270
July 253 249 297 266
August 203 173 213 196
September 597 77* 336 569
October 061 737 440 693
November 379 376 320 35S
December 220 95 202 172
Table 27
Jhxraber of 'Workers Employed on Dairy Farms By
Months, 1935-35
numbers HSaployed
S33 1934 1935 *%gg
am vMMtfuonu&ry two J^JO
r SDIriX€.rj[ oil
March 233 247 gfc
April 2*3 353 4os 335
Phf 513 44$ 472 4io
June 339 495 443
July 34o 530 504 45s
August 416 5*9 «i3 539
September 444 469 <3o4 512
October 371 453 450 425
Bovember 308 411 413 377
December 2S1 399 411 364
op
Table 28
Numbers Employed on Farm3 and Market Garden
3
By Months, 1933-35
Months
M
|luLibers ^ployed
1933 193^ 1935
1933-35
Average
January 17o 1*8 1*0 1*2
February 161 200 157 173
March 165 209 215 196
April 210 274 255 246
May 319 344 333 332
June 370 456 461 429
July 395 667 516
August 54* 4*9 411 4*3
September 333 391 373 366
October 353 323 296 324
November 2*7 250 256 251
December 199 209 206
Table 29
tlurabera TCfcployed on Fruit Farms ^y Months,
1933-35
Numbers
-ployed
Months
1933 1934 1935
1933-35
Average
January 2$ 23 21 24*— *
February 27 24 21 25
March 27 29 2*5 27
31 mm32 36
May 46 34 32 37
June 44 51 36 44
July 5S 53 36 51
August 7* 59 J59 74
September 1S1 419 307 302
October 161 67 243 157
November 59 5^ 163 92
December 45 45 162 34
Table 30
Numbers Employed on Nurseries By Months,
1933-35
Months
Numbers aroloyed
193V 1934 19-55
1933-35
January 159 269 261 240
February 197 262 252 239
March 201 254 276 254
April 5*1 702 625 623
May 773 853 779 502
June 656 717 656 696
July 496 557 559 5T7
August 464 461 495 451
September 476 465 497 456
October 502 467 462 490
November 449 4o6 446 434
December 112 306 359 326
Table 31
Average, Minimum & Maximum Fluctuations of Employment
Five Industries Compared - 1933-35 Average
%
Industry :
•
— n
Ave. Ho- 3npl.
per month
(3-yr. averai^e
: Kin. No.
: Employed
•
•
: Fluctu- :
: atlons :
:from at. :
I4ax.No.: Flucfcu-
Employed atlons
: from Av.
Cranberry 252 57
per cent
-77 692
per cent
174
Dairy 396 255 -27 539
Farms A Mar-
ket Gardens 309 173 -44 516 67
Fruit 79 24 -71 302 252
Nurseries 467 239 -49 502 +71
68
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16-30, and in Chart 1. (See pages 63-68). It will be observed
from the respective tables that in the cranberry industry, em-
ployment varied from a minimum of 43 In January 1933 to a maxi-
mum of 861 in October 1933, with employment per month averaging
353. Using the three-year average, the average employment per
month being 353, the minimum 57 in Uaroh, the maximum 693 in
October, employment fluctuated through the year from 77 per oent
below the average to 174 per cent above.
For the dairy industry, the minimum employment figure was
331 in February 1933, the maximum 604 in September 1935, with
an average employment per month of 396. Analyzing the tronthly
three-year averages, *e find a maximum average employment of
539 in August, a minimum of 386 in Uaroh, with a fluctuation
through the year of from 37 per cent below to 36 per cent above
the average.
On general and market garden farms, the minimum employ-
ment over th:- entire 36 months was 161 in February 1933, the
maximum was 667 in July 1934, with an average monthly employ-
ment of 309 workers. Using the three-year monthly average, the
minimum average employment «as 173 in February, the maximum
516 in July, with a fluctuation of employment for the industry
from 44 per oent below to 67 per cent above the average.
In the fruit industry, minimum employment fell to 31 in
January 1935, maximum rose to 419 in September 1934, with a
monthly average of 79 workers. For tba three-year average, the
nuv.bers employed fluctuated from a minimum of 34 in
January to
a maximum of 303 in September, or from 71 per
cent below to
383 per cent above the monthly average.
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In nurse riea, employment ranged from 189 in January 1933
to 853 In Hay 1934, with a monthly average of 467 workers. For
the three-year average, the number* fluotuated from a minimum
of 339 in February to a maximum of 803 in Hay, or from 49 per
oent below the average to 71 per cent above. Fluctuations in
monthly employed above and below the average for the several
industries may be compered in Table 31, page 67.
In decrease in numbers employed belo« the Industrial av-
erage, the cranberry industry ranks first, with a drop of 77
p9r cent. Ths fruit industry stands second, with a 71 per oent
drop, nurseries rank third, with 49 per cent, farms and market
gardens fourth, with 44 per cent drop; the dairy industry
sho*a least diminution in employment throughout the year, its
minimum number being only 37 per cent bslo' the average monthly
employment for that industry over the tares years under con-
sideration.
Turning to increase in employment above the average, the
fruit industry ranks highest, sith a rise of 333 per oent, the
cranberry industry second, 174 per cent, nurseries, 71 per oent;
farms and market gardens 67 per cent, and the dairy Industry
least, rising only 36 per oent above the average during the
month of maximum averace employment.
It will be seen from thi3 analysis thnt employment on
dairy farms Is rost stable of any of the five agricultural in-
dustries. Employment on farms and market gardens ranks second,
on nurseries, third. Employment on cranberry and fruit farms
is least 3table throughout ths year, both of them employing
and discharging l^rge numbers of seasonal help during the crop
year.
Chart 1, on page G8, sh©*s the variations in total em-
ployment for the five industries during the 36 months under
observation. It will be observed that both in total monthly
volume of employment and influctuation in employment through-
out the year, the market garden industry stands in a fairly
intermediate position, and represents neither the worst nor
the best of employment conditions in the Massachusetts agri-
cultural industry as a whole,
P. 3. Wages paid.
Statistics gathered by the Department of Labor include
43
only Payroll Data, not individual wage payments. Average
weekly wages as used in this paragraph have been obtained by
dividing the Total Payroll for an industry for the given month
by the I umber of Wage Earners Eaployed in that industry for
the month. Because of the fluctuations in employment during
harvest, when workers oome and go with gre.it irregularity and
often do not cor-plste a full week's work, the 'numbers employed
1
figure will not represent all those employed for the full time
for which the pay roll was reported. This causes a discrep-
ancy in the calculations of weekly average waj-e, aB will be
seen from the tables. During the peak of the season the average
weekly wage is at its lowest, although in individual oases, the
daily wa*e for those employed by the dav is often higher than
43. For the purpose of the tabulation the payrolls covering a
period greater than a week were reduced to their weekly
equivalent. The numbers of persons on the payrolls does
not inolude owners, partners, tenants, managers, or over-
seers.
the average daily wage for those employed by the month. How-
ever, for the purpose of this analysis, in which comparisons
between the industries are the primary concern, this discrepancy
will be of 1 sea serious nature than In a study of any one par-
ticular industry.
As will be seen from Table 33, (see p. 73) average weekly
wages for all farms reporting, for the 36 months studied, were
117.11. They fluctuated froa a low of $14.06 in September 1933
to a high of $30.46 in February 1235. There was a slight up-
ward trend throughout the 36 months, the average for 1933 be-
ing $16.73, for 1934, §17.30, and for 1935, $17.43.
Weekly average wages for the five industries separately
are shown in Tables 33-37, on the following pages.
From Table 38 (page 76), it la obvious that wages in em-
ployment on dairy farms rank highest among the agricultural
industries studied, with employment in nurseries not far be-
hind. Fruit farms, general farms and market gardens rank in
the intermediate position, with wages on fruit farms slightly
superior to those paid on general and market garden farms.
Wages paid on cranberry fanaB fall far short of those paid in
any other industry, having a 36 month average of $10.97 *atfkly.
One more point must be mentioned and must, indeed, be
given considerable attention, namely, that in the collection
of this wage data no attention has been paid to any factor ex-
cept cash wages paid. No allowance has bean made in cai;ss
where any perquisites were given in addition to cash wages. It
is, therefore, quite possible that the above comparison might
be rendered quite erroneous, if it were found that in one in-
Table 32
Average Weekly Wages for All Paras Reporting*
gy Months, 1933-35
Average Weekly Wages Paid
Month
1933 1934 1935
1933-35
Average
January $19.86 &8.88 #19.37 $19.37
February 18-95 18.72 20.46 19.37
Karch 17-68 18.81 20.06 18.85
April 16, 68 17.67 17.49 17.28
Slay 16.68 17.^1 17.75 17.21
june ID* ^rr -.J
J
16.^4 16.H
July 15.84 15.56* 17.10 15.83
AllgUSt 15-65 16.45 16.24 16.11
September 14.06 14.08 14.86 14.33
October X5-30 15.61 15-5*
Roveiaber 16.73 17.47 I6.63 16.94
rteeember 16.99 19.31 17.95 18.08
Average $16.73 $17.20 117*42 5i7.ll
*Ho account was taken in these reports as to
whether or not board was Included; figures
represent merely cash wages paid as obtained
by dividing total payroll by actual number
reported aa employed.
Table 33
Average Weekly Wages Paid to Workers In Cran-
berry Industry By Months, 1933-35
Month
Ave
Average Weekly Wage 3 Paid
1933-35
1933 193^ 1935
January 353721 2Eo750
February 12.06 11.12 15-93
March 7.23 10.75 15* SI
April 9.17 13*17 10.61 10.95
Kay iO.^3 11.33 12.12 II.36
June 9.52 10.69 9-74 10.OS
July 9.53 11.44 9.15 10.05
August 9*22 11.65 11.51 10.90
September 7.04 5.94 10.47 5.52
October 12.04 10.55 6.16 10. 35
November 12-72 12.61 9-62 11. 65
December,
_ 9-J2 12^0 £.40 10.41
Average I10.31"" ""$11.47 $11.13 $10-97
Table 34
Average Weekly Wages Paid to Workers on Dairy
Farias Bf Months, 1933-35
Average Weekly Paid
Month
,1933 19"*4 . ,1?35
1933-35
Averse
January
February
March
S20.35
20.41
20.22
119.07
19.29
19.03
I20.3S
21.69
21.36
$19-94
20.46
20.20
April
Stey
June
19*71
19.05
19.63
20.60
19.21
19.34
20.71
19.70
20.37
20.34
19-33
19.94
July
August
September
19.97
20.36
20.77
17-41
15.12
19.67
20.50
15.10
17.62
19.29
15.56
19,35
October
November
December
Average
20.13
20.15
19.52
$20.03
19.66
20.50
20.50
$19.47
21.04
21.20
21.10
$20.31
20.27
20.72
20. 4£
$19-93
Table 35
Average Weekly Wages Paid on Paras and Market
Gardens by Months, 1933-35
Month
January
February
March
April
Hay
June
July
Augjiat
Septeaber
October
November
Average
Averse %p;es
17.66
16.99
16. 31m
13.92
13.09
14.20
15.27
16.29
JZ«5t
115.77
US
16.14
15* 3*5
13.90
13.52
14.55
15.02
16.13
17.^
.
IP-jo
$16.06
17.99
17.63
15.^7
15.3^
13.45
13.22
13.76
I3.57
15.03
15.91
l£.£6
115-55
17.6?
17-29
15.97
13.55
26
i3.SC
15.^
I6.5G
-ITaSS
$15.79
Table 36
Average Weekly Wages Paid on Fruit Farms
Months, 193>35
Month
January
February
March
April
May
Juae
July
August
Septeaber
October
November
December^
Average
16.11
15.00
14.02
15.3*
13.55
12.26
10.09
12.64
14.07
U4.05
«:
is.^3
17-5*
17.5^
IS.ll
16.^10
17.25
14.17
10.63
15.03
15.36
lg.*S3
17.62
19.29
19.91
16.06
15.21
16.22
ll.*5
lg.13
16.3c
H7.09
21.56
20.12
19.31
19.66
17-ao
21.00
14.05
9.94
14.32
15.7c
Slg.g9 $16. 6£5
Table 37
Average Weekly Wages Paid to Employees In
Nurseries by Months, 1933-35
Average Jeck
Month i933»w[
75=55^
—
Mll> Mlk $5z ggg
February 20.1*9 21.13 11.07 20.91
Karon 19126 21.60 20.fi! 20.55
April 17.66 17.35 17.63 17.56
liay 18.10 18.04 18.91 18.35
June 17-96 15.28 17.46 17.90
July lg.02 16.11 I8.I3 lg.08
August 17.81 18.09 18.29 18.06
September 18.01 17*83 18-51 18.12
October 18.19 IS. 3* 18.91 18.48
November 18. 33 18. 78 18. 57 I8.56
December. „ JL9>22_
_
jgp^ofc
_ J&.5?w - £Pa3X
Average 318.87 33.9.07 U9.15 119.03
Table 38
Average Weekly Wages of Five Industries Coo-
pared by Years, 1933-35
Average tfeekly a&ges Paid
Industry 193>35
Cranberry $10.31 $11.47 $11.13 no.97
Dairy Farms 20.03 19.47 20.31 19.93
Farias & Mar- 15«77
ket Gardens
Fruit 14.05
I6.06
17*09
15.55
18.89
15.79
16.68
Nurseries 18.87 19.07 19.15 19.03
Average for all
Industries $16. 73 H7.20 $17-42 §17.11
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due try It was customary to hire nofce but permanent work ere who
lived on the farm and who received board and room in addition
to the cash wage analyzed above.
Were it possible to secure such data as to segre^^te wages
if ill and without board, or to make some definite adjustment of
ti.5 wage scale In cases where board was furnished, the above
figures would not have be<?n utilised. However, It has been ex-
pressly said, by the Department of Labor and Industries, that
in collection of this data on Employnent and Payrolls, it ha3
thus f ,c been impossible to secure cooperation from the employ-
ers in reporting more than Cash Bayrolls and Numbers Employed.
Until such time as rv-ora detailed data can be scoured froia the
industries, the above must suffice, with the hope that there
may be sufficient similarity in error in all reports to make
comparison somewhat worth while.
It may be added here, moreover, that to those who have a
knowledge of the conditions existing in these industries, the
figures obtained in the above analysis seem to give a fairly
accurate picture of the comparative conditions. In f^ct, it
would seem, fcaat rathsr than diminishing the differences of
wages between the various industries, if board .fare included,
it would probaoly increase the differences in wages and labor
status, or general welfare of tiu worker. It is known that
particularly on dairy faros are the work-'rs accustomed tc con-
tract to live on the farm and receive board and living quarters,
and yet the actual cash paid in wages to workers on dairy farms
is the highest paid of any of tbm five industries.
It is also a well known fact, that the preponderance of the
hired labor on cranberry f arena ia day labor, workers who are
not furnished so much as the .aid-day lunch, and yet hare
find the lowest cash -r.-ages paid. It would seem that the above
analysis therefore does have aerit, in giving an idea of com-
parative labor status in the various agricultural industries.
Chart 3, on the following page, reveals the *ide varia-
tions in weakly wages paid In the five industries, during the
course of the entire 36 months. No attempt will be made to
explain its many surprising features for they merit a study
devoted to them alone. We wish only to point out that the
wages paid in market gardening lie intermediate between the
highest and the lowest wage levels, so that wags conditions
found here might be taken t:> represent a rough average for ag-
riculture as a whole throughout the 3tate.
P. 4. Labor status in market gardening compared
sith average for farm labor in the state.
The relationship between numbers employed and average
monthly wages paid in the mark at garden industry is shown in
Table 39 (p. SO). The period of maximum employment coincides
rttfe the period of minimum wages paid. This relationship
ex-
ists for all agricultural Industries in the state oonbined.
The average number employed per fan on market gardens
very closely approximates the state average per farm,
although
during the peak month, it rises slightly higher. The
figure*
also show that while the peak of employment occurs
in the Com-
bined groups m September or October, for market gardening the
peak appears two months earlier.
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Table 39
Average Number Employed per Farm and Average
Wagea Paid on General and Market
Garden Farms
Massachusetts - 1933-35
1933 1934 : 1935
: Ave. No. : A ve . : Ave. No. : Ave. : Ave. No. : A ve
.
Month: Employed : Wage : Employed : Wage : Employed : Wage
psr : per : per : per : per : per
Farm : We 3k : Farm : Week : Farm : Week
Jan
.
9.9 $17.88 8.5 $517.91 8.6 $18.37
Feb. 9.5 17.66 9.1 17.33 7.9 17.99
Mar. 9.7 16.99 10.0 17.35 9.8 17.63
Apr. 13.4 16.31 13.5 16.14 13.1 15.47
May 15.3 15.34 15.4 15.38 15.1 15.38
June 18.5 14.77 30.7 13.90 30.9 13.45
July 30.8 13.93 30.3 13.53 35.6 13.33
Aug. 26.1 13.09 33 .
3
14.55 30.5 13.76
Sept
.
17.5 14.30 17.8 15.03 19.6 13.57
Oct. 17.6 15.37 14.7 16.13 15.0 15.03
Nov. 13.0 16.39 11.9 17.45 11.6 15.91
Dec. 9.5 17.48 10.0 18.30 10.0 16.86
ei
Wages paid on market garden farms are lower than the
state average during the period of falling wages, but during
the months when wages are rising, similar rates are paid, al-
though the maximum on rarfcet gardens does not reach the naxi-
wm for all industries. As seen froui the preceding chapter,
thi higher wages paid on dairy farms accounts for part of this
difference. As explained in the previous pages, this Is due
in part to the inclusion of gl*M numbers of day workers, whose
lo« rate of pay depresses the average for all workers. Tnia
would not have so pronounced an effect on the general wage
leva] were the market price of board Included In the wage re-
port in all cases where current wages included board.
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VII
Labor Status on alarfcet Garden Farns
Middlesex County , 1935 ~
During the eimaar of 1935 & survey was made of employment
and w^es on market garden farms in Middlesex County. As shown
in the preceding chapter, this oounty is outstanding in its
market garden production and was taken ae representative of
thio industry in the state. A representative sample of market
garden farms was chosen, ranging in siie from 10 to 100 acres,
and included only those on which more than half of the acreage
was devoted to co.nraercial vegetable production.
The acreage distribution of the far.w comprising the sam-
ple is show in Table 40. This closely ocrre3ponds to the a-
44
• e distribution of all market •• .rdon farm* if- ttw ocunty.
Table 40
Acreage Di«tribution of Farms in Sample
Acreage per f irm : Number of F ;*rcis
Less than 10 1
10-13 9
•30-39 5
30-39 7
40-75 4
75-1 yo 3
. Over 100 1
Total 39
The dot map on page 83 sho*s the loc-ition of farms stud-
44. Fro* unpublished data collected for preliminary study con-
ducted by the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture for
the Boston Regional Produce Market. 1935.
JAS5ACHUSETT6 AGRIC. COLLEGE
IS. DEPARTMENT" OF AGRICULTURE
MIDDLESEX. COUNTY BUREAU ofAGRIC
*«• HOME ECONOMICS
CO- OPERATING
M 1 DDLE5EX COUNTY
Distribution of Farms Surveyed
Each dot represents one farm
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led. The concentration of these fans in the town areas Indi-
cated Is similar to that of all market garden farms in the
county
Eage ar.d employment statistics ware obtained for all
categories of outdoor labor* both male and female. These com-
prise both permanent and seasonal labor, on monthly or weekly
contracts, labor hired by the day and by the 'piece.* Use-
ful data were obtained from 39 employers, partly by auestion-
raire an i partly by personal interview, and oovered a total of
376 employees. Of these, 72 were year-round employees and
304, aof.'.sonal •
P. 1. Total working force.
On all of these firms, members of the farm family com-
prised part of the working force. On all farms, also, season-
al help was employed. But on 10 faros, no year-round workers
over and above the? faro family were employed.
The average number of paid workers per farm per month
for the 39 farms surveyed i3 13.0. It It interesting to com-
pare this with the average number of workers par farm per
month as reported by the Department of Labor and Industries.
Here S6 find an average of 15. a workers per farm per month,
for the period 1933-1935. (See Table 1, Appendix A). This
bears out the belief previously expressed (see footnote 41,
p. 60) that firms reporting regularly to the Department tend
to be among the larger or more intensified farms, or those
L-longinsc to the more efficient fire owners, rather than to
be representative of all farms in the industry.
45. Ibid.
An analysis of number of workers hired per f .rm by types
of labor appears in Table 41. It will be observed taut the
usual number of family members working on the farm is 2, one
being next in frequency. On those farms reporting permanent
Table 41
Frequency (Retribution of Workers on Fame
by Employment Status
dumber of ; ~ : c, rt' n--
Workers ; Meubera of ; Hired T.abor
Reported : Firm Family : Pe r^.».nent; Season .1
10
1 10 8 1
2 11 4 6
3 3 3 1
4 4 3 3
5-9 3 1 9
10-19 4
1
30-32 1 1
40-49 1
50 1
All Classes 33 39 39
Hired labor, one worker was the moat fre ;uent number employed,
while for seasonal labor, the report occurring most frequently
indicated the employment of 5 to 9 workars. This differs
slightly from thej arithmetical aver re number of workers per
farm per type, «hioh ia 2.5 permanent and 10.3 seasonal
•
All permanent workers were men, but of the 304 seasonal
worke rs , 179 were men, 89 were boys and 3:, woman.
P. 3. Wajres »aid.
Permanent labor
Of the 19 employers reporting the use of permanent hired
labor, 4 paid only by the month, 6 only by the veek, G only by
B6
the day, 1 only by the hour, while the remaining 3 paid part
of their workers by the month and part by the day.
iionthly wages with board aver.tged §30. 00, while the single
employer who paid by the montfe but did not furnish hoard re-
ported the wage at the same rate, i.e., $30 .O^ Weekly wares,
all without board, ranged fron ?r8 to i^4, with the averare
wage standing at $14.58. Two employe ra reported daily wares
with board, the average rate being #1.87. Daily wage?; thioh
lid not include fcjt&rd averaged si.17. One e^ploy^r pvid his
permanent worker by tb3 hour at the rate of 40 cents, whloh
did not include board.
On the basis of the length of working dav and working
assk, as indicated on the individual records, all wages have
been reduced to their monthly equivalent (see Table 4?, be-
low). The avenge aonthly wage-rate for the entire group
of -p3rman3nt workers calculated in this way was #36.75 with
board and $61. bl without board.
Table 42
Estimated Monthly Average Wage Hates*
Type of Worker With Board Without Board
Permanent #36.75 #61.51
Seasonal 24.00 53.99
•Piece rates have not been included, since length of
?:orking day was not indicated in these reports. Tl~ey
occurred in only 3 reports, on one of ^hich a day-
rate was aleo indicated.
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Seasonal labor
ftages for seasonal labor were reported in all categories;
monthly wages with board, pair! on 53 farms, are raped $14.00;
without board, occurring on only 1 faro, 533.5-0. Teokly wares,
paid on 3 farms, in both canes without beard, averaged 52.00.
On 19 farms, daily wage rates wsre reported (all without board),
the average for the entire group being $3.03*
In addition, 3 employera reported payment "by UM hour, the
average rate being 33 cants; in one case payment was at the
rata of 2 nontl per quart and 10 cents per bushel for harvest-
46
ing. Two employers failed to state tho rate of payment.
In no oaeo was a difference in wage rate made ^s between
men and women workers, tut on the whole the rate paid to boys
wao slightly lesj.
Co .iparison of wage rates for permanent and seasonal work-
ers will oa found in Table 43, on fcfee preceding page. Tt
must not be forgotten that these in no way represent actual
timings of any worker, 3ince the length of tenure of these
workers is not taksa into account at this point.
The relationship shown in Table 43 does not agree -<ith
the belief generally held that seasonal workers receive a
higher rate of pay in recognition of the shortness of the term
of their employment. It doss bear out, however, the findings
reported in the previous chapter, based on the Uasaachusetts
Department of LVoor and Industries' reports, which Show that
the averu.se *agp paid to all workers during the orop season
4G. As mentioned earlier, several employers indicated more than
one type of wage rate.
8B
ia lower than the uv. ~a.;.e pa.15 doring the cut-of-season
P. 3. Perquisites.
It ia a common practice In many parts of the United States
for fares employers to supplement the laborer's wares with ad-
ditional p r mi sites , money value of which is not included
when wages are reported. On the farms surveyed* it was found
that of the 73 permanent employees, 51 received no perquisites
whatever. (See Table 45). Four of the permanent employees
Table 43
Distribution of Perquisites ftaettg Hired
Farm Laoorera
B i s * - - i ; ; -3f of '-orkers ReceivingPerquisites Received
: P,.- •. ,r.ent : Seaapnal
Board, room & laundry 4 36
Hoard, room, laundry & garden space 1
Board, room, laundry, garden apace
and wood and milk* 3
Board, room, laundry and overalls 1
Board and room 1 —
hunches — 30
Lunches & transportation — 5
Transportation — SS
Garden sp-.ee* 7 —
»
Vegetables* 3 1
Fuel* 1
None 51 183
All types 73 304
Amount not de aim; ted.
received board, room and laundry service, 1 received only
! o rd and room. One worker was given garden space for his
o*«n use, in addition t, board, roc:, and laun.lry; 3 were given
all of these, with wood and milk in addition (amount not speo4-
fieri. To another, overalls were allowed in addition t board,
room and laundry; one -was furnished with fuel (wood?); 7 xere
.'lo'vi
;
.r«der -r-r-e -ith no oth»r perquisites, :.nd i received
"Born* vegetables."
Thu3 wa find 70.8 per cent of the permanent employees re-
celvinn no perquisites whatever, although in a far;r labor
47
study :.Tade by J. C. Foleoa in 1930, it waD found that fur
the United states, 97.5 per cent of "non-casual " hired farm
laborers received soae type of perqui si te or privilege. This
difference, perhaps due to the t~re iter urbn.nl nation in i!aasa-
ohusetto than throughout the United States as a whole, and the
consequent prevalence of workers coining froia nearby tens, muat
not be forgotten -Then wcres paid to farm labor in Uasachusetta
are compared with the average farm wage rite for the entire
country.
Seasonal workers fare less well in the matter of wage
increments . Of the 304 included here, 133, or 60.3 per cent re-
ceived no addition of any kind to the cash wage. Transporta-
tion to and from their work was furnished to 69 seasonal work-
era. T; is, however, might be considered as MOfe of ft conveni-
ence to the employer as to the employee, and of almost negli-
gible nionsy value, inasmuch as in the cases where cash was gi«en
for carfare or for the worker's U3S of his o ar, 10 cents a
day was the amount specified. Board, room and laundry were
furnished to 36 workers, the aajority of these being men whoaa
employment lasted for from 6 to 10 aontha. To 30 laborers,
lunches were gr/en, 5 received both lunchss and transportation
47. Fo§Q.om, Josiah C. Perquisites and Wages of Hired Farm
L-Dorers. Technical Bulletin #313. U.3.D.A. 1331.
30
and 1 was given vegetables for his own use.
To estimate with any degree of accuracy the value of
these varying wage increment* would be a task beyond the aoope
of the present study. In the study by Dr. Folaom, mentioned
above, perquisites paid to non-casual Massachusetts firm la-
borers, based on 1935 values, ware estimated to add an average
of #34.75 per month tc the wages where the laborer *as boarded
ani $13.67 in cases where board was not furnished. Thi& a-
mounted to voout two-fifths of the fare laborer's cash wage.
Suffice it to say that the farm laborer's earnings rray bo sub-
stantially increased if perqiiisites are allowed.
P. 4, Length of ?rork week.
In a previous chapter (sae p. 31) it was found thai tne
average work-week for agricultural laborers in to<* united
States during the period 1861-1899 was 66 hours; in 1930,
1 . I. King (sea p. 33) found t.h*t the average work week for
ill farm labor throughout the year was 53 hours, for the
United States, and f$$ for New England. Moreover, Dr. King
aatinated that for sale fame label in Hew ^nprland working by
the n;cnth, the average week consisted of 63.7 hours and for
those sorkin;r by the day, 51.3 hours.
Comparing with the figures obtained from Dr. King*! study
tbo data obtained through the Middlesex County survey (see
T.ble 44, p. 91) we find the average week for all hired farm
labor to consist of 55,1 hour3, *ith a 57.3 hour week for
permanent workers ana a 53.1 hour week for workers hired sea-
48. As used here, the term 'board* includes room an;j lxundry.
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aonally. Making the same distinction as Dr. King in hie study
in order to obtain oomparable figures, we find that for workers
contracting- by the month a 64.3 hour week and for workers oon-
49
tracting by the day a 55.0 hour week are required.
Table 44
Comparison of Length of "'ork-^esk for Various Yt i.rs
and Regions
Survey Year: Region
Length of *ork
All Farm: Labor Hiring By : Permanent: Sea-
: Jo^.th : Day : tgonal
U.S.O.A. IS.; 3-33 U.S. 66 trs.
W.I.King 1333 U.S. 53
K.Eng. 57.4 63.?hrs. 51.2hrs.
Present 1335 Middle-
Survey sex Co. 55.1 64.3* 55.0 <J7 o* 53.1
•These two categories ire not mutually inclusive, as some labor
hiring by the month was seasonal, and some permanent workers
were hired by the week or the day. •Piece* wage workers were
excluded from the month and day calcul.Lt ions, but not from the
p: ••in-?nt and seasonal.
It would seem from the above data that the laborer hiring
by the month is considerably more tied to his job than tne
laborer contracting by the day. It should be re-stated, how-
ever, tfeftt of the 19 employers hiring permanent help, only 4
hired them by monthly contract, and of the 23 hiring seasonal
5°
help, only 6 hired these workers by monthly c entrust.
49. In this method of calculating average length of work-^eek,
note that no account is taken of reports for workers con-
tracting by the week or by the piece.
oO. Hie re recoraa snowed two methods of contract by ens em-
ployer for one category of 1 /cor, no distri bution of num-
oers of workers oetwesn the two aetiiods was indicated*
hance, total number of workers hiring by each tvre of con-
tract can not be 3 tit ed.
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It is interesting to oorspare the data on length of work-
week obtained for Middlesex County market garden labor *ith the
average number of hours worked per week on Highway Construction,
as reported by the Massachusetts Department of Labor and Indus-
tries. In 1933, the average number of hours worked per week
44. li in 1933,39.9 ; in 1934,33,9 » and in 1935, 33.0; This
data, by months for the pariod 1933-1935 appears in Table 45.
Table 45
Number of Hours forked per 1?eek on Highway Construction
Massachusetts*
Mon th 1933 1933 1935 1935
January 44.5 46.4 36.7 29.7
February 45.7 41.5 36.8 39.1
f^aroh 45.8 43.9 37.0 30.3
April 43.9 37.6 34.3 36.9
May 45.5 40.5 30.0 33.8
June 44.3 41.2 33.7 33.3
July 47.0 43.8 36.4 39.8
August 44.4 40.0 35.0 39.8
Septexuer 45.7 39.6 35.7 43.5
October 44.8 43.5 30.1 36.1
Kove.nber 39.0 33.4 31.1 32.6
December 39.0 30.3 30.5 34.3
Average 44.1 39.9 33.9 33.0
•Mass. Dept. of Labor 1 Industries
P. 5. Supply of farm labor.
The supply of farm labor'for Middlesex County, affected
as it is by the presence of industrial communities within and
adjacent to it, raflects somewhat the activity of industry in
those cosiUiUniti es
.
According to the figures of the 1935 Agricultural Census
recently released, there were 19,347 persons employed as hired
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fi.r?s iacorers on April 1, 1335, in the entire atate of Siaaaa-
chuoetta, and 4,171 in iiidiieeex County. In addition, fan
operatora who reported wording Tor pay in agriculture not con-
nected rUth their own farms numoered 650 for tne at.te and 100
for iiiddleaex County.
The aupply oi farm laoor in Massachusetts waa raportad on
April 1, 1-335, aa HO pel oent of normal aa oompared with 105
on January 1. The ratio oi* aupply to demand was rated j.t 141
on April 1; in other «orda there w^s 41 par cent aiore lckbor
available for farm work than could expect to find work. How-
ever, on July 1, frvrm labor aupply waa reported ae only 93
per cent of normal. This was the first tiase that the aupply of
workers available for hire waa reported below normal since
51June 1;;30. Thia decrease in lc.oor supply was apparently oc-
casioned by tna pick-up in industrial activity which caused a
drop in supply of workers, and by a sharp increase in demand
for agricuitural nelp stimulated by tne anticipated riae in
far. prieea. It is interesting here to note that the employ-
ers interviewed nientionad that it waa the first surener for many
years that workers have not come to tne door aaking for work»
P. 6. Alternative employment.
The iaaaacnuaetts Department of L«.uor and Indus triea re-
52
porta employment and payroll data for 35 m^jor industries in
the etate. Tha index of employment for --11 industries ao re-
ported as given In Table 20, p. 47, 3 tood at 73.3 per cent of
51. Crops and M-.rketa, U.R.D.A. July 1935.
52. For list of Massaohuaeuts induatriea, aee Appendix yL%%.
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normal in March, 1335, dropped to 67.4 per cent in June and
steadily rose until it reached 73.0 per cant in December.
Reports on industrial employment in 9 municipalities in
Middlesex County indicated a very slight upward trend during
July ad August, 1235. Average weakly wages in these oitiea
in August ranged from 118.33 in Maiden to $25.44 in Everett.
The above figures pply to all wage-workers, skilled and
unskilled, clerical and manual. It can be assumed that in
most of thaae industries, some employment for unskilled work-
ers is available, &t a proportionately lower-than-average wage.
Turning to definitely unskilled occupations
, wa find re-
54ports" on employment ana payrolls for Municipal Manual Em-
ployment and for Trucking and Handling, and average -feekly
wages for employment on highway construction. These fiaurea
for 1935 appear in Table 46, and will bear careful scrutiny and
Table 46
Employment and E irningo of Unskilled Workers
in Certain Categories*
Massachusetts, 1935
: Munioi pal Empl. : Trucking & Hand-: Highway Construc-
Sibntni •• ling : tion
: Empl. : . . :i: ] , : . ',. . ?: Av. Weekly 7:\gre
Jan. 17,953 $35.43 3,6S7 ^36 .14 $19.77
Feb. 17,535 35.53 4,138 35.03 30.06
Mar. 15,657 36.59 3,856 34.48 19.61
Apr. 16,554 35.97 3,618 34.97 19.34
^av 17,413 36.39 3,649 35.77 31 .64
June 17,581 "?.:' • V, 3,643 36.43 33.36
July 18,185 36.91 3,336 36.35 30.89
Aug. 18*386 36.G8 3,42<* 36.50 35.27
Tapt • 16,913 36.53 3,583 36.33 31.53
Oct
.
17,041 36 . 58 3,693 36.30 33.33
Nov. 16,313 36.33 3,647 35.64 33.35
Dec. 14,758 38*06 3,913 36.87 3 3.59
* Lias s . Dept. of Labor 1 Induatriee
.
53. Cambridge, Everett, Framingham, Lowell, Maiden, Newton,
Soxcvrville, Walth-im, Watertown, as reported by the Mass.
Dept. of Labor and Induatrias.
54. Same source.
iib
comparison with the data previously £iven for fftjn labor.
On highway construction, weekly wages varied fro -, a low of
1X8*94 per *eek in April to a high of $Sl.:"/3 In September.
Workers enraged in trucking arid handling received weekly wages
ranging, from $24.48 la Larch to *36.S7 in December, y.hils un-
skilled workers in municipal employment ej.rnsd from $25*42 per
week in January to $£C.C6 in December.
P. 7. Length of Tenure.
No true picture can be obtained of labor status from &
consideration of wages alone. Length of employment of seasonal
workers is ft vital part of the picture, which is only another
way of approaching the problew of seasonal unemployment of farm
labor.
From 21 of the 29 employers in Middlesex County who were
questioned on this point, d^.ta on number of seasonal employees
by months were obtained, and Chart 3 portrays graphically the
answers given. Although 182 workers had employment in July,
only 140 of these continued tc tork through August and rep-
tember, only 111 had had jobs in June, while in November but
31 «ere sitill M ployed. Lack of security for the seasonal
farm worker is too obvious a situation tc need amplification.
P. 8. Mobility of employment.
QUi further factor ox considerable '.cortance in any
study of farm labor problems in Middlesex County is ttat re-
garding the worker's mobility. Theoretically, seasonal f.rm
I .cor constitutes a mobile group, whlcfe is readily available
Chart 3
Seasonality of Non-Permanent Employment
on 21 Market Garden Farms, Massachusetts
1935
No. sea-
sonal
employees
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to turn its hand to farm work Whaw It ic neeJed ..a the aea-
son adv.,noes. Ho s'/sr, 33 of the 3j e>:,!.loyera .juestionad
indicated th>it their entire labor supply wis recruited from
pertsanont residents of nearby villages or fro;n the f^aiiies
living on nearby far:.is. This ssj^s to indicate th~t the
Uiddleaex County Market gardener serves to give employment to
hi 2 . . I- v. i : i n i', ,\'ho has liL.J | a&oioe in seeking so-
ploytnent
.
Part IV
Theory of Farm Wages
"The laoorer is worthy of his hire."
The Bible
w3
mi
Factors Affecting .'.Tagea
It is not within the scope of this paper to analyze the
various theories whioh have bean proposed for explaining the
wage level. Modern economists fairly well agree that wages
are set somewhere between a lo«er limit determined by the cost
of subsistence and an upper limit determined by the marginal
productivity of labor, with the actual level determined by
the "higgling of the markat."
In ths preceding chapters we have endeavored, in so far
as material was available, to present farm wages at given
periods and additional information which will help us to see
the factors affecting their level at that time.
As the data shows, the wages of farm labor at all but
transitory periods have been very olose to the subsistence
level. If wages are compared to the figures given for the cost
of farm living at any of ths periods studied, it will be
ossn that a minimum subsistence only could be provided fcr the
worker. In fact, as is frequently reiterated today, there is
some doubt as to whether the wages diacusaed here would pro-
vide a standard of health, not to met ion a standard of decency I
flhat of the upper limit set by the worker's productivity?
No material presentee in the previous chapters will lend us
information on this point. In industrial studies, the rela-
tionship between wages and the value ad.ed to the product by
Mr.unufc.cture lands to ehov. that in some measure r^ea depend upon
this fee tor, that in Industrie© where the added value is high,
wages are correspondingly high. In a study of agricultural
sages, the problem is r.ore complex, since the costs of produc-
tion are not easily eep^ratad one from another. In this con-
nection it has been found enlightening to analyze the r.ctio of
':
4 "
*
fc ' ] ti tr ' 7 c t c*iti r-"1 • tc let' 1 rec c 1 pt a
..ru! to net income or 30 rorket garden farms in Middlesex County
for the yeara 1935, 1933, 1933, 1934 and 1935. Chart 4 (p.ir>0)
8hows the relationships found to exist between these factora.
c?3 p~id to hired labor on these fz rt.e have continued to bee r
B definite ratio tc net income obtained frees the farm business,
for all years except IP 7:4, *-h«n the vage Inder. rem: ined irregu-
1 .rly high. It would necm from this brief comparison that there
ia a distinct relationship between productivity and wares, and
that perhaps in 1934 when productivity fell belor a sut si atence
level, wage?, were held above the productivity line. In&eaucb
as all the farm operators in this group were paying income
taxee, the figuraa may be considered representative of the auc-
easeful form.
Although the ratio remained fairly constant, coulu the
farm-o^ner have paid his rorker relatively -ore? An examina-
tion of factora entering into the farmer's margin of profit
from 1P10 tc 1934, shown in Table 48, p>ge 1^1, reveals the
fact th t. while ..t times the fare: operator has been squeezed
between low farm prices and high costs, certainly at other
times, it would seem that the worker has suffered more than
his slmre of the burden.
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Table 47
Average Labor Costs, Total Expenditures
and Total Receipts on 31 Market Garden Farms
In Middlesex County*
Item 1925 1333 1931334 1934 1335
Labor Cost 45,682 $5,816 £ A CIS* A£4, bb4 v>4,739 .4,411
Total Expenditure 13,785 13,057 10,096 11,363 11,003
Total Receipts 17,746 15,388 11 ,536 13,534 13,343
Nat Income 3,963 3,331 1,440 1,171 1,340
Ratio: Labor cost
to total expend. 41. 3< .44.5^ 45.3f 41.63? 40.If
Ratio: Labor cost
to total receipts 33.0 38.0 39.6 37.7 35.7
Ratio! Set Inoo'T*
to labor coat 69.0 38.0 31.0 24.0 34.0
*Fro:n business records of 31 farm owners.
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Table 43
Index Numbers of Factors 'Altering into the Parmer's
Margin of Profit
(1910-14=100)
: Prices Rec'd
:for Farm
Date:Produots -
: Mass.*
Prices Paid by Farmers for
Commodities Used in : Farm
Living : Production : Labor
U.3. r U. 3. : Mas3.
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1913
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1923
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
II
99
106
104
loo
109
134
201
215
I63
143
152
133
149
154
152
154
156
139
107
90
34
93
100
101
100
102
107
124
147
177
210
161
156
160
159
164
162
159
160
153
143
126
103
109
122
93
103
93
102
99
104
124
151
174
192
174
141
139
141
143
147
146
145
143
147
140
122
107
10s
125
94
93
101
105
103
104
123
156
177
135
226
169
169
206
199
194
217
203
204
212
203
134
116
Farm Real Es-
tate Taxes per
Acre
Mass.
50.33
.#5
.93
1.02
1.02
1.10
1.23
1.66
1.73
1.31
1.37
2.00
2.14
2.20
2.16
2.16
2.12
2.15
2.16
2.16
*Aug. 1909-July, 1914 = 100
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Throughout the summer of 1525 (figures not shown In Table)
farm wages continued to rise, but the advance did not keep pace
with the rise in prices received by farmers. As reported by
513
the United States Dep i-rtment of Agriculture, the index of
prices received by farmers stood 3 points higher on July 15
than tha index of wages paid on July 1, while by October 1,
thia differential had widened to 5 points. A year earlier, this
.iif ferentlal haJ amounted to 3 points in favor of prices received.
As for the worker's bargaining po^er, in Middlesex County
it vould seem th^t this arises rather from his opportunities
for alternative employment than from any united action. No evi-
dence whatever was found among the 1 -borers interviewed as to
interest in or knowledge of labor unions for far ; workers. No
real evidence of l^a antagonism was found, although there was
in existence a sullen resentment of conditions differing from
the apathy apparent a fe* years ago.
The effect of alternative employment on wages of farm labor
in ttlailesex County cannot be very accurately determined, since
*e ha/e no real ,.-:asure of the mobility of this labor, -*nd the
true "alte rnati venesa" oi the employments studied. It would
see:si thit at no time have wages in farming' been comparable to
thone in other unskilled industries, in srite of the fact that,
according to the present survey, those wages do not lnolude
perquisites of any gre^t value which would enhance the job In
the eyes of the worker.
y5. 2 Crops S : rketa, Oct. 1 r. * I '-11 .
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As the Department of Commerce says: Tiew England ag-
riculture shews unmistakable marks of competition for labor, a-
rising from the inducements offered by near-by factories. The
constant drain of the fill population to urban centers has made
the orovlsion of man poser for the farms an ?.oute problem. New
England farmers find it difficult to compete with the factor -
itt| both in their scale of wages and in hours of labor."
Yet at least as observed in Middlesex County, ooportuni-
ties for employment for the farm worker ware meager. The work-
ers interviewed were tied to their co^ unities. Nc longer is
there even an agricultural ladder for him to climb. In faot,
it would seem that in some cases the farmer himself is climb-
57
ins? down that ladder.
It may be that for a certain type of worjeer agricultural
employment will always be preferred to any otner. There are
other factors besides wa«ea and hours to be considered, and
alternative employments even at higher wages will continue to
fail to lure these persona from farm work; insofar as this i«
true, farm wages will regain lox and working hours long.
It appears from this brief analysis that at present the
continued outlook for market garden l^Lor in Massachusetts is
near-subsistence wa^:e, stimulated 3cmewhat above subsistence by
an increase in industrial de.^nd for labor, and by an upturn in
fan prices an: BQftst ;uent increase in farm 1 ibor productivity.
5S. Industrial Structure of N?~ Enpl-md. Dept. of Cos-. 9 roe. 1930.
57. See page 93: "In addition, farm operators who reported
working for pay in agriculture not eonnacted =?ith," etc.
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In turn, the cost of subsistence will rise also; If it fol-
lows its customary trend, it will rise higher and faster than
the laborer's wags.
105
IX
summary and Conclusions
The results of the present study on the status of the
Massachusetts market garden laborer may be summarized as
follows s
1. Length of working week has always been longer for
the market garden laborer in Massachusetts than for unskilled
labor in industry, and has also exceeded that for the aver-
age agricultural laborer in other parts of the country.
2. Cash wages paid to Massachusetts market garden labor
on the whole have been higher than those received by the
average fans laborer for the United Jtates, but real wages
have been proportionately the same, and today are lower than
industrial wages for labor of the same type*
3. Irregularity of employment added to the low aver-
age wage often renders the market garden laborer* 3 annual
Income from farm work less than minimum subsistence*
4. Massachusetts has always offered many opportunities
for alternative employment, but at present the market garden
laborer in Mid dlesex County, being tied to the land, is rela-
tively irsajobile and It not readily able to transfer to
other employment.
If the farm worker «s lot is that of poverty and inse-
curity, as we must conclude from the above summary, what can
be done to better it? It la true that his welfare is tied
lo6
up with the success or failure of the agricultural Indus-
try as a whole, but will he be content to wait for agricul-
ture to improve? A. growing unrest Is becoming apparent
among farm workers In other sections of the country. 3po-
radlc strikes hare occurred during the past two years, and
In the fjpring of 1936, a conference of faro labor organisa-
tions »et In Washington to bring to the attention of the ad-
ministration their wretched lot,
Massachusetts market girden labor constitutes but one
small unit among the mass of such workers, and their status
Is far superior to that of many of the groups in other parts
of the country. Nevertheless, there is an awakening conscious-
ness that labor la not a commodity to be bought and sold, but
is the life-blood of the nation.
Measures for improving labor's status, however, to be
successful must be based upon such information regarding
factors affecting wages as disclosed in the present study,
me bargaining power of the Massachusetts market garden la-
borer, as of most agricultural labor &fl very weak, and it
is through this force thai the problem should be attacked.
Organization is difficult among such isolated workers.
Moreover, they do not constitute a distinct class, as shown
in the preceding chapters, but migrate from Industry to
in-
dustry.
Legislative protection is a means of increasing labor's
bargaining power and has yet to be tried in the field of
107
agricultural labor. Alternative employment provided accord-
ing to careful plan might be undertaken by governmental
agencies during the farm worker* s slack months.
Such attempts to Improve the status of fans laborers,
the Massachusetts market garden workers among them, would no
doubt meet with opposition, but in the end might result in a
sound political and social stability.
Appendix A
Table 1
Average Humber of Workers per Farm Employed on
All Paras Reporting
!/onth Average Nudter of Workers per
Farm (All Industries!
1933 1934 1935 Ave.
January
February
Un T>nVtjsaron
7.9
7-9
Si 98.2
8.4
8.5
3.7
9.6
9.0
9.5
8.6
8.5
S.S
April
May
June
13-6
16.5
16.9
14.5
18.4
18.9
15.4
lg.4
20.0
14.5
17.8
16.6
July
August
September
16.9
17.1
20.9
20.2
17.7
25.3
19.7
ia.6
22.0
18.9
17.8
22.7
October
November
lec^eabgr,
—
Averake
23.4
14.9
•J&'l -
.
1 > ...
20.5
15.3
19.1
12.3
_ 2-2 _
21.0
14.2
Table 11
Average Number Employed per Farm, Cranberry
industry
Month
Average Number of Workers per
Farm (Cranberry Industry?
12UL. _ -_l£3ii _ « lEJBL
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
AugU3t
September
October
November
J2ecember_
5.4
15.9
26.9
27.3
31.6
22.4
74.6
f3
_31.4
9.5
11.2
12.0
18.8
30.0
35.*
35.6
24.7
129.0
122.8
75.2
Tub
13.3
13.8
10.8
63.4
2^6
67.2
80.0
54.0
9.4
10.2
10.1
23.3
2.5
2.0
42.2
29.9
90.3
115.4
58.9
2?i6
Table ill
Average Number 3aployed per ~>airy Farm
Average Number iorkera Mraploye'd"
Month (i>alry Industry)
1 ftIC
January
February
March
10.2
10.5
1ft A
10.5
10.3
12.7
11.6
11.1
10.8
jLU.O
April
Hay
June
11.6
11.6
12.6
ll.g
14.4
15-5
13.6
15.2
16.0
12.3
July
August
September
14.2
15.4
16.4
17.1
19.0
15.3
16.g
19.7
19.5
16.0
lg.O
17.1
October
November
De£ejaber_
Average
14.2
12.8
15.0
13.7
14.9
14.3
12.6
Table iv
Average Number 'Employed per General and Market
Garden Farm
Average Humber ^oloyed per Farm
Month (General and tfarket Garden)
January
February
Maroh
April
Bay
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Average
_ .1231— 19J4_ _
9.9
9.5
9.7
*-5
9.1
10.0
g.6
9.g
9.0
g.S
9.o
12.4
15.2
lg.5
12.5
16.4
20.7
12.1
15.1
20.9
12.3
15.5
20.0
20.
g
26.1
17.5
30.3
22.2
17.g
25.6
20.5
19.6
25.6
22.9
IS.3
17.6
13.0
14.7
11.9
-.10.0
_
15.3
15.0
11.6
15.
g
12.2
1?.0
Table v
Average Number HJaployed per Fruit, Para
Average Number Employed per Farra
m (Fruit Industry)
u J$9j
January
February
March
2.8
I:?
2.5
2.7
3-2
3.0
>*
3*1
2.8
2.9
3.0
April
il
June
4.6
5.0
H
5.7
4.0
4.0
4.5
£.1
5.1
July
August
September
8.2
20.1
E§
52.4
M
34.1
5.9
35.5
October
November
Average
17.1
§.5
5*P_ _
7.2
8.4
6.5
. - -4*6_ «
£.9
14.3
|.?
Table vl
Average Number aaployed per Huraay
Average Number T^aoloyed per
Bm^k liursery (Nur8ery Industry)
J
- 1234
.
_Ave.
January 7.3 7.9 7.9 7.7
February 7.3 7.7 7.8 7.6
March 7.4 8.4 g.2 g.O
April 18.6 20.6 19.5 19.6
May 22.1 25-1 23.6 23.6
June 19.6 21.1 20.2 20.3
July 15.
*5 16.9 16.4 16.3
August 13.6 14.6 15.1 14.4
September l4.o 14.7 15.5 14.7
October 14.8 14.8 14.6 14.7
November 13.2 12.7 13.1 I3.0
leoeaber, 9. 2
_ 9*6_ _ 10.6 9.J5
Average 1>$ «T V&> 1^.3 1471
Tabla vli
Fluctuations in Average Number ^aployod per Fara per Month,
Maximum and Ilinlraua Staploya^nta 1933-55
: Ave. Ho. Hon. Ave. : Fluctu- j kax. Ay. : Fiuctu- "
Industry! ™HEL. ! ^ E!r 1 ^on ^*P* : atlonW: PQr * >arra j from : Fara : from
UflKJWKA* £ Average £ : Average
Cmnbsrey kl.2 5A *S£f* 143.5 SK?*
9airy 13.6 9.5 -30.I 19.7 +44.g
Frult 8.0 2.5
-6g.7 52.4 +55.5
Hurserlea 14.1 7.3 -4g.2 25.I +7g.o
All Farms 15.2 7.9 -V,.0 25.3 +66.4

Appendix B
Massachusetts Industries for which Employment and
?u.gej Dcita Arj Gc».tii?3rad by the lasaachuaa tta De-
partment of Labor and Industries.
(Representative Industries)
Beverages and Liquors
Root and S'loe Cut Stook
and Findings
Boota and Shoes
Boxes, paper
Sread ana oa*3ry product a
Car Repair Shops
Cho-no^xO £ Allied producta
Clothing, men's
Clothing, MDHM*H
Confectionery
Cotton goo ia
Cutlery & Edged tools
Dyeirj^ Mid finishing taxtiiaa
Electrical machinery & supplies
Foundry products
Machine shop products
Hosiery
Knit goods
Iron, "toel & their products
Jewelry
Lcatha r
Small .?ork tools
Metal proiucta
Paper * wood pulp
Printing, book & job
Printing & publishing, newspaper
Pusl iahing
Ruboar footwear
Rubber gooda, tires & toolo
Silk St rayon goods
Slaughtering 4 .aeat-packing
Stationary goods
Sto/sa, f»C8MW| toilers
Textile machinery * parts
iool«n and .?orsted
All other industries
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